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I. CONSENT, FREEDOM AND STABILITY OF TRANSACTIONS

Consent and Freedom

Autonomy of the will is the basic idea that underlies the doctrine of juridical acts implicit in the civil codes of France and Louisiana. From the vantage point of that idea, a person’s declaration of will produces the intended legal effects when the consent it expresses is informed by a reason, a cause, and is also free from interfering circumstances that frustrate its intention. As clearly stated in the Code Napoleon, consent is invalid when it has been given through error, extorted by duress, or obtained by fraud. When such is the case, though consent has come into existence, it is impaired, defective, it is tainted by a vice that affects its freedom.

The impairment that may invalidate a person’s consent can be of a subjective or of an objective nature. In the case of error, the impairment results from a sort of accident that takes place in a person’s subjective process of assembling an act of volition. Under certain circumstances, such an abnormal operation of a person’s mind deserves the attention of the law as it would be socially harmful to hold that a declaration of will produces legal effects always, even if the person who made it does not obtain through it what he really wanted. In the case of duress, on the other hand, especially when exerted through physical violence or a threat clearly expressed, the circumstance that interferes with the freedom of the victim’s consent can be objectively perceived. The same can be said of the case of lesion, which, in its Louisiana version, depends on whether a formula is met that measures the relative values of a performance and the return performance, which can be objectively perceived also. Where both duress and lesion are concerned, the law intervenes because, in such instances, a person sacrifices valuable, though perhaps remote, interests for the satisfaction of immediate needs, a choice that may not conform to the general interest of the social group at large, as social groups must concern themselves more and more with the future in order to subsist. In the case of fraud, the nature of the blemish that

3. French Civil Code art. 1109 (1804).
5. Id.
7. See 1 R. Demogue, Traité des obligations en général 357 (1923). See also S. Litvinoff, supra note 4, at 222, 224.
impairs the freedom of a person's consent is both subjective and objective, as fraud consists of an error, subjective in origin therefore, that has been induced through a scheme designed for that purpose, a scheme that must be proved as an objective circumstance.  

Be that as it may, those circumstances that affect the freedom of a person's consent do not destroy that consent, but only impair it, as a defect or structural vice impairs the usefulness, or the value, of a thing without negating its existence. That approach, so peculiar to the civil law, cannot be properly understood without a historical perspective of the matters involved.

**Historical Development**

In regard to error, fraud, duress and lesion, the concepts of the civil codes have been framed against the background of the Roman tradition as tempered by the Canon law.  

Because of the great importance that primitive Roman law bestowed upon formalities, freedom of consent received little or no attention in that system. A contract was always valid if it was made in compliance with the prescribed formalities. In a way, it was form, rather than consent, that created the obligation. If the form was present, it mattered not if a party's consent had been obtained by fraud or extorted by duress. That rigorous approach was changed through the work of the Praetor, who took it upon himself to see to it that certain principles of loyalty and honesty were observed in the conclusion of contracts. Nevertheless, the change was originally accomplished in a roundabout way through a resort to the law of delict. Thus, in principle, a contract was validly formed, even if fraud or duress had intervened, because of the axiomatic nature of the adage coactus voluit sed tamen voluit—he willed under coercion but he willed nevertheless—, but fraud—dolus—and duress—metus—gave rise to the repressive sanctions attached to delicts. If the contract had not yet been performed, the Praetor would allow the victim of fraud or duress a defense based on the wrongdoing of the party demanding performance, a defense known as exceptio doli or exceptio metus, respectively. If the contract had been performed, the Praetor would order the wrongdoer to repair the damage caused by his delict, a reparation to be accomplished by means of restitution in integrum, or restitution, but the contract was not annulled, the restitution of

10. See B. Nicholas, An Introduction to Roman Law 159-60 (1962).
12. See P. Girard, Manuel élémentaire de droit romain 40-41 (1911).
13. Id. See also A. Weill et F. Terré, supra note 2, at 181.
whatever had been given in performance of that contract instead having
the color of indemnification for a delict.14

For the same reasons of strict adherence to a formal approach to
contract, error did not fare any better in primitive Roman law, with the
aggravating circumstance that no remedy for error could be found through
the circuitous way of delictual remedies since error is no delict. Under
the influence of the idea of equitas, however, slowly and by short steps,
and at least for those bona fides contracts such as sale, account started
to be taken of the most serious kinds of error such as error as to the
substance—error in substantia, an error that was held to cause the
destruction, rather than the mere impairment, of a party’s consent, and
therefore gave rise to an absolute, rather than a relative, nullity.15 Never-
theless, no general doctrine of error can be found in Roman law even
after that system outgrew its primitive stage of formalism, since each
particular situation was given a peculiar solution according to its own
circumstances.16

For the Canon law, by contrast, the problem has been approached
as one of conscience. The ecclesiastic judge must determine whether a
party who has failed to fulfill a promise committed a sin, for which
purpose the promise itself is scrutinized, and, if it is found that the
promise was made because of an error, or obtained by fraud, or extorted
by duress, the failure to perform it does not constitute a sin. For that
system, thus, the problem exceeds the scope of the individual will and
becomes one of morality.17

The Civil Code, Autonomy of the Will and Security of Transactions

The idea of the autonomy of the will to which the redactors of the
French Civil Code adhered so closely called for a departure from the
Roman rules based on a strictly formal approach to contract formation,
and also from rules based on principles of objective morality. It seems
that the French redactors were aware, however, that once the psycho-
logical processes of contracting parties were taken into account, great
uncertainty would result concerning the stability of transactions. Indeed,
the kinds of errors contracting parties can make are as innumerable as
the kinds of more or less devious schemes a party may devise to induce
another into a contract. On the other hand, distressing circumstances
that may compel a party into making a contract even against his will
cannot always be readily discerned. The Roman rules, by contrast, had

15. Id. at 461.
16. See F. Schwind, Römisches Recht 265 (1950). See also S. Litvinoff, supra note
4, at 222, 226.
17. A. Weill et F. Terré, supra note 2, at 181.
not only been practiced for a long time but also lent themselves well to the task of upholding the security of transactions without entirely overlooking psychological aspects, at least where duress and fraud were concerned.\(^8\)

The concept of a vice of consent thus came into existence as a practical solution that allows the paying of respect to the autonomy of the parties' will without overlooking the need to maintain the security of transactions. The Roman categories were preserved but with a change in nature. Fraud and duress were rescued from the delictual field, at least in part, and given the same contractual remedies allowed for error. On the other hand, error no longer destroyed consent, as in those special instances contemplated by the Roman rules, but only blemished it.

**Vices of Consent, Degree, and Judicial Discretion**

According to the concept of vices of consent, not every circumstance that interferes with a party's will suffices to invalidate the consent expressed through that will. To produce an invalidating effect such a circumstance must be of a certain degree. Thus, if it is error it must involve the cause of the obligation.\(^9\) If it is fraud, it must consist of a scheme susceptible of overcoming the victim's ability to find out the truth by himself.\(^20\) If it is duress, it must be forceful enough as to constrain the will of a person of ordinary firmness.\(^21\)

Such an approach does not confine the courts to a mere analysis of the psychological processes of parties claiming that the freedom of their consent has been frustrated by an intervening circumstance, but encourages judicial efforts to ascertain whether prevailing standards of morality and stability of transactions, indispensable for commerce, will be better served by invalidating or upholding a contract because, or in spite, of a defect, a blemish, in other words, a vice, in the consent of one of the parties. The flexibility of such an approach does not deny that certain instances of fraud or duress may fall, or perhaps remain, within the delictual field.\(^22\)

**Vice, Obstacle, and Nullity**

The kind of nullity to which error, fraud, duress and lesion give rise adds precision and clarity to the concept of vices of consent. Indeed, since vices or defects are susceptible of being cured, when a vice involves

---

18. Id.
22. See generally A. Weill et F. Terré, supra note 2, at 182.
the consent of a party it gives rise to a nullity that is only relative, which means that it may be cured either through confirmation by the party of interest or through the passing of time.\(^2\) On the other hand, if error, fraud, duress and lesion were destructive of a party's consent, then such consent would be absent and therefore the attending nullity would be absolute for the lack of an indispensable requirement for the formation of a juridical act that needs such consent.\(^2\)

Extensive discussion was given to those ideas in connection with the French doctrine of *erreur-obstacle*, or error-obstacle.\(^2\) That doctrine places great emphasis on the language of the only article of the Code Napoleon that speaks of error, an article that only mentions error as to a substantial quality of a thing and error as to the person. Other kinds of error, such as errors involving the nature of the contract, or the thing which is the contractual object, or the cause of the obligation arising for one party, because they are not mentioned in that article, would under that view not be mere vices of consent, but rather obstacles to the formation of the contract because of the destruction, and therefore the absence, of the consent of the party in error.\(^2\) Thus, for example, if a party made a contract that he thought was a sale while the other party believed that he was only accepting a donation, consent would be absent, thereby giving rise to a nullity that is absolute.

That doctrine, though useful for the purpose of clarifying the concept of a vice of consent, does not enjoy the support of contemporary French legal thought.\(^2\) It is now believed that the pertinent article of the Code Napoleon was not intended to provide an exclusive listing of errors that are vices of consent, thereby allowing the implication that other errors are obstacles to contract formation, but rather offers a few examples in the intention that all kinds of error are just vices of consent. Indeed, there is no valid reason to prevent parties from confirming, through an informed and free expression of their will, a contract made with a wrong belief concerning its nature.\(^2\)

It can be said that, since the revision of 1825, there is no room in the Louisiana Civil Code for the doctrine of *erreur-obstacle*, because of its careful enumeration of different categories of error, all of which are


\(^2\) See S. Litvinoff, supra note 4, at 222, 230-34.

\(^2\) See French Civil Code art. 1110. See also A. Weill et F. Terré, supra note 2, at 188.

\(^2\) See M. Planiol et G. Ripert, Traité pratique de droit civil français 207-09 (P. Esmein trans. 2d ed. 1952); A. Weill et F. Terré, supra note 2, at 188-89.

\(^2\) Modern French doctrine finds a solid base for its rejection of the doctrine of *erreur-obstacle* in early views expressed by Pothier; see 2 Oeuvres de Pothier—Traité des obligations 13-15 (Bugnet ed. 1861).
just vices of consent and give rise to a nullity which is only relative.29

II. ERROR

GENERAL PRINCIPLES

Error and Consent

Error is a false representation of reality.30 It may result from ignorance of the existence of something that really exists or from a wrong belief in the existence of something that actually does not exist.31 Thus defined, error may occur in the course of any intellectual process, but the law concerns itself with error when the intellectual process in which it occurs involves the making of a juridical act such as a contract. In that perspective, and in general terms, error is a false or inexact idea that a party to a contract has of an element of that contract.32

Since consent is the expression of a party’s will, if such an expression is prompted by an error it does not then express the party’s true will, and therefore the consent thus given should be ineffective because a party in error is consenting to something to which he did not intend to consent.33 Thus, a party’s error challenges the validity of a contract as no valid contract can be made without the valid consent of the parties.

Error and Stability of Transactions—Theory vs. Reality

Where error is concerned, the rigors of theory and conceptual consistency do not conform to the needs of practical reality. Indeed, according to theory, the error of one of the parties at the making of the contract prevents the coming into existence of a valid consent as an expression of that party’s true will, and therefore also prevents the coming into existence of a valid consent as a meeting of the parties’ minds or concurrence of their wills.34 Error, however, is a psychological event that takes place in a person’s subjectivity. If an allegation of error without more were enough to obtain the annulment of a contract, that kind of solution, though consistent with theory, would greatly endanger the stability of transactions so much needed for orderly social and business intercourse, and would even provide an easy way out for a party who,

30. A. Weill et F. Terré, supra note 2, at 185.
32. A. Weill et F. Terré, supra note 2, at 185; see also S. Litvinoff, supra note 4, at 222, 225, 226.
33. See 1 S. Litvinoff, supra note 1, at 210-11.
34. Id.
in bad faith, might have changed his mind concerning the advantages to be derived from a contract.\textsuperscript{35}

A realistic doctrine of error must therefore reach a compromise between the need to protect the freedom of the will of parties through the granting of appropriate relief to those whose will has been frustrated by error, and the need to protect the stability of transactions, which is strongly connected to the need to protect the interest of the other party who might not have shared the error of his cocontractant. That compromise is reached by a limitation of the circumstances that make an error operative, that is, that make it grounds for the annulment of a contract. That limitation is of a dual nature in that it refers to circumstances that concern the party in error and also circumstances that concern the other party.

**THE PARTY IN ERROR**

*Error and Cause*

For a contract to be annulled because of an error incurred by one of the parties the error must have determined that party’s consent, that is, the error must affect the reason why the party consented to obligate himself or, in other words, it must be clear that the party would not have bound himself if such error had not been made.\textsuperscript{36} In the Louisiana Civil Code, the reason why a party binds himself by an obligation is called the *cause* of the obligation.\textsuperscript{37} That explains the assertion that error vitiates consent only when it concerns a cause without which the obligation would not have been incurred.\textsuperscript{38} Indeed, a party may bind himself for more than one reason.\textsuperscript{39} In the case of a contract, for instance, past events, or events expected to occur in the future, may create for a person the need to obtain a certain thing, of a particular quality, with which he intends to achieve a certain result, for which purpose he makes a contract of a certain kind with a particular person. A reason for the person to bind himself may be found in just one, or in a few, or in all of those analytical steps. What matters is that the person would not have contracted were it not for the reason, or reasons, involved in one or more of the analytical steps, and that the error he claims to have made affects that reason.


\textsuperscript{36} See J. Ghestin, supra note 35, at 29; S. Litvinoff, supra note 4, at 222, 239.


\textsuperscript{39} See 1 S. Litvinoff, supra note 1, at 396, 408.
For example, in need of information on a particular subject, a person may walk into a bookstore and, after advising the attendant of his interest, buy a book that, in spite of its misleading title, does not deal with that subject. It is clear in such a case that the reason that prompted the person to bind himself to pay a price was to obtain a book on a certain subject and that an error was made concerning the subject treated in the book he bought. Such an error should entitle that person to obtain rescission of the contract of sale he made at the bookstore. On the other hand, if the book actually deals with the subject of his interest, the purchaser should not be allowed to obtain rescission on grounds of an error in the quality of the paper of that book, as it can be readily concluded that the quality of the paper was not the reason why he bought the book. Likewise, a lessee of commercial property may not obtain annulment of the contract of lease because of an alleged error concerning installation of a sign pole by the lessor when it is clear that the availability of such a sign pole was not the reason that prompted the lessee to enter the contract of lease. A different result would obtain, nevertheless, if the book involved in the second example were not just any book on a certain subject but a numbered copy of an edition for bibliophiles allegedly made with the finest materials and the highest craftsmanship, or if the sign pole involved in the third example were a must for the success of the lessee’s commercial operation.

A similar conclusion prevails at common law, where it is said that, in order to be operative, a mistake must involve a basic assumption of the parties. In Louisiana the formulation is that error may concern a cause, and thus be operative, when it bears on the nature of the contract, or the thing that is the contractual object or a substantial quality of that thing, or the person or the qualities of the other party, or the law, or any other circumstance that the parties regarded, or should in good faith have regarded, as a cause of the obligation.

Error as to the Nature of the Contract

In this context, the nature of the contract means the kind of contract a party intends to make, a kind that may be comprised among the special contracts subject to particular regulation in the civil code under

40. See L. Josserand, supra note 35, at 50; 2 Oeuvres de Pothier, supra note 28, at 14.
42. See 11 G. Baudry-Lacantinerie et Barde, Traité théorique et pratique de droit civil—Des obligations 103-04 (2d ed. 1900).
43. See Restatement (Second) of Contracts §§ 152, 153 (1979).
a well-defined name, such as sale or lease, or belong in the general category of contracts designated as innominate because no well-defined name is provided for them in the civil code although they are perfectly valid contracts governed by the general rules of obligations.\textsuperscript{45} Indirectly, the nature of the contract also alludes to the other category or categories in which a particular contract belongs according to the classification of contracts in general.\textsuperscript{46} Thus, a party may believe that he is entering a contract of sale while, through an error, he is actually executing a donation. Quite clearly the party intended to make a bilateral and onerous contract while he was actually making a unilateral and gratuitous one.\textsuperscript{47} On the other hand, intending to make a contract of sale, a party may actually enter a contract of lease. There is still error, even though both, sale and lease, are bilateral and onerous contracts.\textsuperscript{48}

In French doctrine, rather than a vice of consent, an error in the nature of the contract is an insurmountable obstacle to the formation of a binding agreement, which results in an absolute rather than a relative nullity.\textsuperscript{49} A contract affected by such an error is regarded as nonexistent.\textsuperscript{50} For a portion of French doctrine, on the other hand, such an error is not truly an error in the nature of the contract but rather an error that concerns the object of the parties' obligations, which would bring that kind of error closer to the notion of error in the object of the contract.\textsuperscript{51} Be that as it may, without abounding in reasons, French decisions have annulled contracts where a party who intended to obtain a regular policy from an insurance company had actually joined a mutual insurance association through an error.\textsuperscript{52} Likewise, French decisions have annulled contracts where a party who intended to take a long term loan had erroneously consented to enter a deferred credit contract.\textsuperscript{53}

The Louisiana jurisprudence has granted rescission on grounds of error in the nature of the contract where a party who intended to buy immovable property had actually entered a time sharing agreement for that property.\textsuperscript{54} Likewise, rescission was granted where an option to

\textsuperscript{46} See La. Civ. Code arts. 1907-1914. See also 1 S. Litvinoff, supra note 1, at 142-44.
\textsuperscript{49} See L. Josserand, supra note 35, at 47-48; A. Weill et F. Terré, supra note 2, at 187-89.
\textsuperscript{50} See R. Demogue, supra note 7, at 409-12.
\textsuperscript{51} See 11 G. Baudry-Lacantinerie et Barde, supra note 42, at 74-76; J. Ghestin, supra note 35, at 90-96.
\textsuperscript{52} See Req. May 6, 1878, D.P. 80.1.12, S. 80.1.125.
\textsuperscript{53} See Rennes, October 26, 1950, Gaz. Pal. 1951.1.27.
purchase was contained in a contract of lease of movable property, but such option was invalid for the lack of a necessary requirement. 55

Error in the nature of the contract leads to nullity not only when a party makes a contract of a kind different from the one he truly intended, but also when a party has made a contract although he truly intended to execute a juridical act of a different sort. Thus, rescission is an appropriate remedy when a person intends to sign a mere receipt for a sum of money, but he has actually signed a contract of transaction or compromise which releases the other party from further obligation. 56 Persons who make that kind of error in distressed circumstances, such as the victims of accidents, are thus effectively protected. 57

**Error as to the Thing That is the Contractual Object**

Parties may make a contract involving a thing they have in sight, as in the case of a sale that takes place in a store once the purchaser has selected a particular article. Many times, however, the thing involved is not in the presence of the parties, in which case it is usually described by some of its relevant features such as location, or, if the thing is an immovable, boundaries and size. The possibility of an error occurring in the first kind of situation is only slight, as the purchaser's action seems to show that the thing he selects is what he really wants, and the naming of a price by the seller expresses his willingness to sell that particular thing for that price. The second kind of situation is a more fertile ground for error sufficient to vitiate the consent of the parties. In a proverbial example, while away from home, a person sold a portrait of a statesman that hung behind his desk in his study, but, unbeknownst to him, that person's wife had hung another portrait of the same statesman in that place during his absence. 58 In such a case there is an error that bears on the identity of the thing and therefore affects the seller's consent, as he sold a thing different from the one he intended to sell. Such error may affect the consent of the buyer also if he intended to acquire not just any portrait of that statesman, but the one that originally hung behind the seller's desk.

In exceptional cases, an error as to the thing that is the contractual object may occur even when that thing is present at the time and place a contract is made. Thus, parties may conclude a sale of certain bars they believe to be of gold, but such bars are only of brass. Here again

56. See Davenport v. F.B. Dubach Lumber Co., 112 La. 943, 36 So. 812 (1904); Davis v. Whatley, 175 So. 422 (La. App. 1st Cir. 1937).
58. An example taken from German doctrine, see J. Ghestin, supra note 35, at 3-4.
the error affects the consent of at least one party, who may claim rescission of the contract on such grounds. It is noteworthy that the error involved in that case is not one that bears on the substance of which a thing is made, as when a candlestick is believed to be made of solid silver but is actually made of silver-plated copper, but is an error that bears on the identity of the thing itself, as it is clear that what was intended as the contractual object was gold, which happened to be fractioned in bars for handling purposes, and not the bars as such.

In more accurate language, what is usually termed error in the contractual object is actually an error that bears on the object of the performance of one of the parties. In the perspective suggested by such language it becomes clear that rescission may be obtained not only by a party who made an error concerning the performance of his cocontractant, but also by a party who made an error concerning his own performance. In other words, rescission may be granted not only to a purchaser who, because of an error, did not buy the thing he really intended to acquire, but also to a seller who, because of an error, sold a thing other than the one he intended to sell. Likewise, annulment may result from an error made by a purchaser who agreed to pay a price considerably higher than the one he thought he was binding himself to pay.

Error as to a Substantial Quality of the Thing

According to the French Civil Code, this kind of error is a cause of nullity of an agreement only when it bears on the very substance of the thing that is its object. An error of this kind must be distinguished from an error that bears on the identity of an object, as when a person agrees to buy and another agrees to sell a painting, but the buyer has in mind a certain one while the seller has in mind another painting that hangs next to the one the buyer wants, which is the kind of situation discussed in the preceding section.

Error that bears on the substance of the thing that is the contractual object is an error that concerns certain qualities of the object that are regarded as substantial, or essential, and are distinguishable from other

61. See J. Ghéstin, supra note 35, at 3-4 and 90-96.
62. See Lawrence v. Mount Zion Baptist Church, 1 La. App. 404 (Orl. 1925), where, for the price of a lesser piece of property, a party sold a piece of land more valuable than the one he intended to sell.
64. French Civil Code art. 1110.
qualities that are only secondary, as an error that bears on the latter is not a cause of annulment. That conclusion was reached in France after considerable debate between an objective and a subjective viewpoint. In a strict approach that follows the Roman tradition, error in the substance is limited to error that bears on the material of which a thing is made. Thus, if a person buys a thing that he believes is made of gold but that is actually made of brass, the contract is null. The material determines the nature of the object and therefore the validity or nullity of the contract. On the one hand such a conception offers the advantage of establishing a precise criterion, but, on the other, because it is too narrow, it leads to unfair consequences that disregard the true will of contracting parties. Thus, according to an eminent Roman jurisconsult, if a person buys a thing he believes is made of gold but, though it is mainly made of brass, that things contains a very small proportion of gold, the contract of sale is valid because, after all, some gold has been sold. That example suffices to show the shortcomings of an objective criterion. It is clear that such a solution does not respect the true will of the party who intended to acquire a thing of solid gold.

A remedy for such shortcomings was sought in a subjective approach originated in an example offered by Pothier which is now regarded as classic: If a person intending to acquire candlesticks of solid silver buys candlesticks that are actually made of silver-plated copper, that error is one that bears on the substance and is grounds for annulment of the contract if the metal with which the things were made was the "substantial quality," in the sense of reason or inducement, that prompted the buyer to make the contract. On the other hand, the same kind of error would not taint the buyer's consent, and therefore would not be grounds for annulment, if he bought the candlesticks because they were rare, or antique, or of great artistic value, and not because of the metal, which, in the mind of the buyer, was only a secondary quality of the things at the time he made the contract.

In that view "substance" and "substantial quality" are brought together in an attempt to make more flexible the succinct language of the French Civil Code, and both are explained as included within that "quality" of a thing that the parties contemplated when they entered the contract. That conclusion differs diametrically from the one that results from the use of an objective criterion. In the subjective approach,

65. See L. Josserand, supra note 35, at 78-81; A. Weill et F. Terré, supra note 2, at 190.
67. Id.
68. See A. Weill et F. Terré, supra note 2, at 190.
69. See 2 Oeuvres de Pothier, supra note 28, at 13-14.
70. A. Weill et F. Terré, supra note 2, at 191.
the substantial quality of a thing is not the quality that determines objectively its specific nature, regardless of the intent, or wishes, of contracting parties, but that quality that the parties to a contract, or one of them, had primarily contemplated—the quality that actually determined or led their will into the contract, a quality such that, had they known the thing did not have it, they would not have made the contract.\footnote{71}

The practical consequences of the subjective view differ from those that result from the use of an objective one. Rescission will be granted under one where it would be refused under the other. Thus, where the objective approach of Roman origin would uphold the contract because the brass bars contained at least some proportion of gold, the subjective approach leads to rescission on grounds of error that bears on the substantial quality of the thing when the purchaser's will was determined by the belief that the bars were of solid gold. The converse is also true, as annulment may be granted in an objective approach where it would be refused in a subjective one. Thus, if a person buys a piece of antique furniture, signed by a renowned cabinet maker, in the belief that it is made of a certain kind of wood while it is actually made of a wood of a different kind, annulment should be granted if an objective approach is used as the error bears on the very substance of which the thing is made, but it would be refused in a subjective approach because the substantial quality that determined the purchaser's consent to buy was the antique nature of the piece of furniture and not the material, or substance, with which it was made.\footnote{72}

French doctrine has come to prefer the subjective approach, a preference justified by the belief that the redactors of the French Civil Code actually intended to give legislative formulation to the ideas expressed by Pothier.\footnote{73} That approach also prevails in modern French jurisprudence. Thus, concerning transactions regarding antiques and works of art, which are such a fertile ground for error, rescission has been granted when either the buyer or the seller was in error concerning the authenticity or antiquity of the contractual object.\footnote{74} Rescission was refused, however, for an error involving the identity of the person who sat for a painting, or the exact dimensions of the canvas on which a painting was executed.\footnote{75}

\footnote{71. Id.}
\footnote{72. Id. at 192.}
\footnote{73. See 6 M. Planiol et G. Ripert, supra note 27, at 218-21; A. Weill et F. Terré, supra note 2, at 192.}
It was also refused to a party who alleged that he erroneously believed that the painting he bought had once hung in the studio of the artist who signed it.\textsuperscript{76} In a different order of transactions, rescission was granted for an error concerning the rent that the purchaser of immovable property could expect to obtain, as he thought that a certain sum was payable by the lessee every month while it was actually supposed to be paid every quarter.\textsuperscript{77}

Though sale is the kind of contract where error seems to occur most often, it is not, of course, the only kind of contract that may be annulled because of error in a substantial quality of its object. Thus, a lease of rural property may be annulled because of an error in the agricultural potential of the land in terms of the amount of work required to prepare the property for farming.\textsuperscript{78}

A subjective approach prevails also in Louisiana where, in deciding whether to grant or to refuse rescission on grounds of error, courts give great weight to the reason that prompted a party to contract for a certain object. As a result, rescission is granted when the error concerns that reason, even though nothing may be wrong with the object itself if objectively considered. Thus, a contract for the sale of rice was annulled on grounds of error upon a showing by the buyer that the rice he received had not been processed in the mill whose location was the reason why the order had been placed with that particular seller.\textsuperscript{79} Likewise, a contract for the sale and installation of air conditioning equipment was rescinded on grounds of error upon a showing by the buyer that he had entered the contract in the belief that he would obtain component parts of a certain brand, and that the parts actually installed were of a different one.\textsuperscript{80} Concerning works of art, error determined the annulment of the sale of a painting when the buyer showed that the reason why he purchased was to acquire an original work by a certain artist, but that the painting he obtained was not such a work.\textsuperscript{81} Concerning contracts other than sale, a lease was annulled because of an error involving the kind of building to be constructed by the lessor for the lessee's occupancy, as the kind of building that he expected was the reason why the lessee had agreed to the contract.\textsuperscript{82} Likewise, a transaction or compromise was

\textsuperscript{77} Fontainebleau, Dec. 9, 1970, D. 1972.89, with a note by Ghestin.
\textsuperscript{78} See Civ. May 4, 1956, D. 1957.313.
\textsuperscript{79} Lyons Milling Co. v. Cusimano, 161 La. 198, 108 So. 414 (1926).
\textsuperscript{80} Ouachita Air Conditioning, Inc. v. Pierce, 270 So. 2d 595 (La. App. 2d Cir. 1972).
\textsuperscript{81} See Voitier v. Antique Art Gallery, 524 So. 2d 80 (La. App. 3d Cir.), writ denied, 531 So. 2d 271 (1988).
\textsuperscript{82} See Laborde v. Aymond, 172 La. 905, 135 So. 913 (1931). For another instance of error in a contract of lease, see Becker & Assoc., Inc. v. Lou-Ark Equip. Rentals Co., 331 So. 2d 474 (La. 1976).
annulled upon a showing that it was made for no other reason than an erroneous prognosis of the injuries caused by an accident. 83

Error as to the Person

An error may be made by a party concerning the person of his cocontractant. When such is the case, that error may be grounds to invalidate the contract if the identity or quality of the other party is a reason without which the party in error would not have made the contract. 84

Since the time of the Romans, it has been clear that parties would not give their consent to certain contracts without a careful consideration of the person of the other party, while, for other contracts, that consideration may be indifferent or immaterial. Thus, it can be presumed that a person would not enter a contract of mandate or a contract of partnership without making himself certain that he is contracting with the right kind of person, as contracts of those kinds give rise to a relation of trust and confidence. On the other hand, in the case of a sale, for example, the buyer is less concerned with the person of the seller than he is with the thing he intends to acquire, and the seller is less concerned with the person of the buyer than he is with the price he wants to obtain. The former kinds of contract are traditionally labelled contracts *intuitus personae* in order to express the idea that personal qualities of the other are material for either party. 85

The view has been expressed that gratuitous contracts are always *intuitus personae* while onerous contracts are not. 86 It can be said, indeed, that a donation, or a gratuitous loan, is always made to a particular person whom the donor, or lender, wants to benefit, while a lease may be entered with any person in a position to furnish the required thing or to pay the required rent. That distinction cannot be carried too far, however. It is clear that in some instances donations are made not in order to benefit certain persons but for the purpose of accomplishing a certain beneficent end, as in the case of donations made to charitable institutions. 87 On the other hand, some onerous contracts are clearly *intuitus personae*, as one made with an artist for the painting of a

84. See 2 Oeuvres de Pothier, supra note 28, at 14. See also J. Ghestin, supra note 35, at 233-42.
85. See 1 S. Litvinoff, supra note 1, at 407-08.
87. See A. Weill et F. Terré, supra note 2, at 196-98.
portrait, or even a sale when the focus is on the implied obligation of warranty.88

In sum, the decisive criterion to determine whether nullity should be granted because of error in the person is not the kind of contract in the making of which the error occurred, but whether the importance given by the party in error to the person of the other party is such that he would not have made the contract had he known he was not binding himself to the person he had in mind. Thus, if because of prior transactions, a party makes an offer to enter a new contract with a certain person but that offer is accepted by another who, unbeknownst to the offeror, had taken over the intended offeree's business, the contract is null though onerous in nature.89

An error of that kind suffices to invalidate a contract not only when it bears on the identity but also when it bears on a certain quality of a person. Thus, if a teacher is engaged to render services at a Catholic school in the firm belief that he is married, but he is actually divorced, the contract for services is null.90 The religious affiliation of the school clearly explains that its authorities would not have contracted with that teacher had they known his true social status. Likewise, if a party engages the services of a teacher on the basis of a firm belief that such teacher has a good record of professional performance, the contract is null if, unbeknownst to the employer, the person he hired had been dismissed from previous employment, which casts a warranted doubt on the character and professional ability of that person.91

Where the solvency of a person is concerned, French jurisprudence is reluctant, in general terms, to annul contracts because of an error that bears on that particular quality.92 That attitude has been criticized in French doctrine, however, and the opinion voiced that such an error should suffice to invalidate a contract whenever the consent of a party to the contract has been determined by an erroneous belief in the solvency of the other party.93 The latter view should prevail in Louisiana when it is clear that a party's solvency was a reason for the other to enter the contract, provided that the alleged insolvency existed at the time of formation and did not arise after the conclusion of that contract.94

92. See D.P. 1875.1.105; see also D.P. 1898.2.51 and Gaz. Trib., 1917.2.420.
93. See J. Ghestin, supra note 35, at 244.
94. See La. Civ. Code arts. 1949 and 1950 and comment (d) to article 1950.
The Louisiana Civil Code contains occasional references to error in the person in connection with particular contracts such as transaction or compromise.95 Because of its special nature, the contract of marriage is subject to rules of its own concerning vices of consent.96

**Error of Law**

Roman law did not recognize error of law as grounds for nullity on the basis of *nemo legem ignorare censetur*, that is, no one may avail himself of ignorance of the law.97 Nevertheless, while the French ancien droit was in force the attitude towards error of law became more flexible, and, finally, the operative effect of that kind of error was recognized in modern law.98 Though the Code Napoleon deals with error of law only in an incidental manner, the Louisiana Civil Code has dealt expressly with that matter since the Revision of 1825.99 It is now clear in the law of Louisiana that a party may seek the annulment of a contract when an erroneous understanding of the law was the reason that prompted him to make that contract.100

At first blush there is a contradiction between disallowing ignorance of the law as an excuse, on the one hand, and allowing error of law as grounds for nullity on the other. That contradiction is only apparent, however. Ignorance of the law is of no avail because, otherwise, a person could invoke it in order to escape application of a law that would have effects negative to his interest, which runs counter to the basic principle that asserts that laws are of general application. A party to a contract who invokes error of law, on the other hand, does so in order to seek an annulment that, if granted, would deprive the contract of existence, thereby eliminating not only the disadvantage but also the advantage he might have derived from that contract.101 In the former case, without denying the validity of a law, a person claims that that law should not apply to him because he ignored its existence, while in the latter a party claims that, because of an error of law, a contract is invalid.

The opinion has been voiced that *nemo legem ignorare censetur* refers only to the criminal law.102 In Louisiana, however, the criminal code

98. See J. Ghestin, supra note 35, at 52-53.
100. See La. Civ. Code art. 1950 and comment (e).
distinguishes between ignorance of the law, which is no excuse, and mistake of law which, under certain circumstances, is recognized as a valid excuse.\textsuperscript{103}

It is noteworthy that, where contracts are concerned, the invalidating force of error of law does not rest on the misunderstanding or misinterpretation of the law \textit{per se}, but rather rests on the realization that such misunderstanding or misinterpretation has led a party into an erroneous understanding of the contractual object. Thus, for example, an heir who sells property he has inherited in the erroneous belief that, under the law of successions, he had received only the naked ownership while, according to the right application of that law, he had actually received the full ownership of that property, is entitled to the rescission of the contract of sale because his error of law led him to sell more than he intended.\textsuperscript{104} Indeed, it is easy to realize that, had the heir known that he had inherited the full ownership, he would not have sold the property, at least for that price. Likewise, if a person buys immovable property that, according to his erroneous interpretation of the zoning regulations, may be used for a certain purpose, when actually the property may not be so used under the right interpretation of those regulations, the contract should be annulled because the person acquired an object of a quality different from the one he had in mind.\textsuperscript{105} It is clear from those examples that a contracting party’s error of law produces as an immediate consequence a significant alteration of the intended contractual object, which brings error of law very close to error of fact.

Be that as it may, the conclusion that error of law can be reduced to error of fact does not mean that the concept of error of law lacks all usefulness of its own. On the contrary, error of law is quite useful where proof is concerned, as it allows a party to show a misunderstanding of the law as the point of departure of a wrong course of reasoning ultimately leading to an error of fact that might be difficult to prove if the allegation of the initial error of law were not allowed.\textsuperscript{106}

Not every contract may be invalidated on grounds of error of law. The most traditional example of a contract sheltered against attack on such grounds is transaction or compromise.\textsuperscript{107} Since uncertainty as to the law, or its interpretation, is often the most powerful reason that parties settle their differences through such a contract, to allow a party to attack a contract for the same reason that led him to enter it would amount

\textsuperscript{103} See La. R.S. 14:17 (1987). See also comment (c) to La. Civ. Code art. 5.
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\textsuperscript{106} See J. Ghestin, supra note 35, at 57; see also Decottignies, L’erreur de droit, 49 Revue Trimestrielle de droit civil 309 (1951).
to a contradiction in terms. As a matter of policy, moreover, transactions or compromises are favored by the law. That a transaction or compromise may not be annulled because of an error of law is a conclusion often asserted by Louisiana courts.

Other contracts not susceptible to invalidation on grounds of error of law are the onerous contracts that result from the promise to perform natural obligations. Thus, if a person promises to make payment of a debt in the firm belief that such debt is still enforceable, he will not be allowed to claim error or law when he finds out that the debt was actually prescribed. That is so because the debt, though prescribed, still lingers in the form of a natural obligation, and it would not be possible to ascertain—or a court at least would not endeavor to do it—whether at the moment of promising to pay the person was acting under an error of law or yielding to his moral duty to perform.

Likewise, certain acts other than contracts are sheltered against allegations of error of law, as in the case of payment of a thing not due. Thus, to complement the example offered above, if a person pays a debt in the firm belief that it is still enforceable, though it has actually prescribed, he will not be allowed to invoke error of law in order to recover what he paid, for reasons of the same order as those already explained. A judicial confession is another act expressly excluded from the scope of error of law.

The Louisiana jurisprudence has recognized the invalidating effects of an error consisting in the belief that a certain thing is the separate property of one spouse when that thing actually belongs to the community, which is an error as to the law governing the property of spouses under the community property regime.
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Error as to Other Circumstances

Error may be invoked as grounds for annulment of a contract even when it bears on a circumstance other than the nature of the contract, or the thing that is the contractual object, or the person of the other party, or the law, provided that the circumstance is one that the parties regarded, or should in good faith have regarded, as a cause of the obligation.\textsuperscript{118} In other words, error is a ground for invalidation when it bears on a circumstance that determined the will of the party in error as the principal reason for which that party consented to obligate himself.\textsuperscript{119} It is required, however, that the other party knew, or should have known, that that circumstance was such a reason for the party in error.\textsuperscript{120} Thus, if a person consents to buy a residence primarily because he thinks that it can be remodeled through the addition of more living space but that is in fact not possible because of the size of the lot, the contract of sale may not be annulled if the other party was not apprised, nor could that party have surmised, that the main reason why the purchaser entered the contract was the erroneous belief that the residence could be expanded.\textsuperscript{121} Likewise, if a person agrees to buy a house because the company for which he works has decided to transfer him to the city where the house is located, but the company's decision is later changed so that the person must remain in his original place of employment, the agreement to purchase can be rescinded if the other party was aware that the purchaser's reason for buying the house was his erroneous belief in his forthcoming transfer.\textsuperscript{122}

Error as to Other Circumstances and Contractual Conditions

An error as to any circumstance suffices to invalidate the contract if the parties have made a condition of the reality of that circumstance.\textsuperscript{123} Thus, in one of the examples offered above, the contract would have been null had the parties stipulated as a condition that the size of the lot should allow the building of an additional bedroom. In a way, since under Louisiana law conditions need not be express but may be implied by the law, or the nature of the contract, or the intention of the parties, a person's awareness that a certain circumstance is the reason why the other party consented to the contract makes the reality of that circum-
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\textsuperscript{123} See La. Civ. Code art. 1767. See also J. Ghestin, supra note 35, at 62-63 for a discussion of express condition as only means in French law to give invalidating force to an error that falls on a circumstance that may be identified with a party's motive.
stance a sort of implied condition of the contract, and an error that involves such reality amounts to the non-fulfillment of the condition, as in the example, also offered above, where the seller knew that the buyer's reason for entering the contract was the transfer to that city of the buyer's site of employment.124 Such a conclusion should not be reached, however, unless it is clear that a party's belief in the reality of a particular circumstance was a reason without which that party would not have made the contract.125

Error and Motive

A recurring question is whether an error in a party's motive is sufficient grounds to invalidate a contract.126 In a celebrated example, a person rents a house at the seashore with the intention of spending his vacation there but because of an error that concerns the time of his annual leave he is unable to enjoy the house he rented.127 In another example, upon the death of his ancestor, of whom he believes himself to be the only heir, a person agrees to purchase several expensive things, but a later-discovered testament of the ancestor deprives the person of any rights to the inheritance.128 In French law, the answer to the question whether the lease in one case, and the sale in the other, may be annulled because of error is negative.129 That is so because, according to the French Civil Code, error is operative only when it involves the substance of the contractual object and, therefore, an error which is extrinsic to that object, as when it involves the intention to use it for a certain purpose, or the provenance of the funds necessary to pay for it, cannot be given invalidating force.130 Nevertheless, the harshness of that approach has been tempered by the French doctrine and jurisprudence through the conclusion that error in the motive may be given invalidating force when the motive on which the error lies can be identified with the cause of the obligation contracted by the party in error.131 It is yet unsettled in French law, however, whether cause is a subjective element, such as a party's motive, or an objective one, such as the counterperformance expected from the other party.132
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That result may be different in Louisiana, where the civil code clearly states that error is a ground for nullity only when it concerns a cause without which the obligation would not have been incurred. For greater clarification, the Civil Code of Louisiana further states that cause is the reason why a party obligates himself. In many instances that reason is nothing but a certain motive. When such concepts are arranged in a full picture, it becomes clear that error in the motive is operative, that is, is grounds for nullity in Louisiana, provided that the motive, or reason, in question was known or should have been known to the other party. An error that concerns a motive, or reason, that was never communicated to, or surmised by, the other party would lack invalidating force also in Louisiana.

The conclusion prevails, thus, that the answer that is negative in French law would be positive in Louisiana if the other party was aware of the motive that prompted the party in error, and that motive was the reason why the erring party consented to the contract.

**Error as to Value**

An error that concerns the value of the contractual object is not regarded as grounds for nullity, in general terms. That is so because, to paraphrase the words of a Louisiana court, such an error is neither one of fact nor one of law, but rather an error of judgment for which the errant party should obtain no relief.

For that conclusion to prevail, however, the error as to the value should not result, as a direct consequence, from another error that concerns the object itself or a substantial quality of that object. For example, if a person buys a painting in the belief that it is the work of a famous master, but the painting is actually the work of a lesser artist, the error that bears on the object also entails an error as to its value, as the work of a master is no doubt more valuable than the work of an artist who is not well known. In such a case, however, though an error as to the value of the painting is involved, annulment may be granted, but only because of the error that bears on a substantial quality of the painting—namely, the artist who authored it—not because of error as to the value. On the other hand, if a person buys a painting for
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a certain price but later finds out that the object he acquired is less valuable than he thought, though there is no doubt concerning the authenticity or provenance of the painting, his error, which only involves value, will not be a ground for nullity.

In sum, error as to value is not operative when it consists of a wrong economic appraisal a party has made of the right facts.141 It can be readily seen, moreover, that, even when a wrong idea of its value is the reason why a person consents to buy a thing—that is, when such error concerns the cause of the obligation incurred by that person—it cannot be said that the other party was aware of that cause.142 Indeed, a person who buys a thing for what he thinks is a bargain price, in the expectation of making a profit by reselling the thing for what he thinks is its true market value, will certainly not disclose his idea of the value to the seller, but will rather keep that idea in the realm of his subjectivity. If his expectation is later disappointed because the price he paid was not a bargain price, he has only himself to blame as his true reason to buy was concealed from the seller. The same reasoning would apply if he thought the sum he paid was the fair market price of the thing, but actually that sum was in excess of that price. It should be noticed that a different conclusion will be reached if error as to the value of the thing is induced by the other party, or if the circumstances clearly indicate that any value attributed to the thing was a condition of the contract.143

**Error and Lesion**

The conclusions expounded above concerning error as to value recognize an exception in those jurisdictions where a remedy is given for lesion, that is, the lack of equivalence between the reciprocal performances of parties to a bilateral and onerous contract.144 The law of Louisiana contains a limited version of lesion for the protection of a vendor of immovable property who has sold it for less than one-half of its fair market value, for the protection of a party who has given immovable property in exchange for other property worth less than one-half of the value of the property he gave, and for the protection of a party to a partition whose share is smaller, by more than one-fourth, than the share assigned to other parties.145 It is easy to realize that an error as to value is present in all those situations, but here it is an error that can be determined by a contrast between the price actually received and market price at the time of the contract, as an objective standard, while in those
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situations where error as to value is not operative, the alleged error consists of the difference between a price actually paid, or received, and a subjective evaluation, more often than not speculative in intent, made by the party who claims to have erred.

Be that as it may, it should be remembered that, according to the source of the particular doctrine in legal systems of the French family, lesion is the result of implied error or imposition, since parties to commutative contracts are supposed to receive equivalents of what they give.\(^{146}\) On that basis, the scope of lesion in some civil law jurisdictions is considerably wider than in Louisiana.\(^{147}\)

**Error and Future Events**

An error may be claimed concerning an event that, at the time a contract is made, was expected to take place in the future, but does not take place. The question whether such an error, consisting of the wrong belief that something will occur in the future—hence, error in prediction or forecast—is operative has so far received a negative answer. If the erroneous belief dwelled only in the party's subjective motivation and was never communicated to the other, it is easy to conclude that the alleged error is not one that concerns a cause of the obligation and is not therefore a ground for nullity.\(^{148}\) Even when the other party knew, or should have known, of such a belief, the general conclusion is that the chance of a future event happening or not is a risk assumed by the party whose expectations will materialize if the event happens or will be frustrated if the event does not happen, a risk that in no manner should affect the other party's right to rely on the stability of transactions.\(^{149}\) That is the conclusion reached in some Louisiana decisions.\(^{150}\)

Thus, if a person buys a large quantity of goods in the belief that the market for those goods will remain stable, but that market collapses, or he buys the goods in the firm belief that the market price of those goods will increase so that he will realize a large profit, but prices in
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fact go down, the person should be held to stand for the risk he assumed. It has been said, in this connection, that a wrong prediction of events that are expected to occur or of circumstances that are expected to materialize after the contract is made is not an error, as the law of error is concerned only with the risk of error that involves the state of affairs at the time of the agreement, and does not concern itself with the risk of error that involves future matters. 151 It has to be noticed, however, that the distinction between a clear error as to an existing fact and an erroneous prediction as to a circumstance that does not yet exist is oftentimes blurred. 152 Moreover, a different conclusion will obtain if the parties have made of a future event a condition, either suspensive or resolutory, or when the circumstances are such as to compel the conclusion that the occurrence of a future event was a condition implied by the terms of the contract. 153

The consequences of erroneous predictions, thus, serve as a bridge between the doctrine of error and the doctrine of failure of cause and the théorie de l'imprévision. 154

THE OTHER PARTY

Knowledge of the Cause vs. Knowledge of the Error

For error to be operative as a ground for nullity it is necessary not only that the error concern a cause without which the party in error would not have incurred the obligation, but it is also necessary that the other party knew, or should have known of that cause, that is, the reason why the party in error consented to bind himself. 155

The second requirement calls for some clarification, as knowledge of the cause differs from knowledge of the error and the latter is not a requirement, though it may lead to the same result on different grounds. 156 For example, a person buys a painting and he declares to the seller that he is buying it because it is a work of the Flemish School. Through that declaration the buyer has made the seller aware of the reason why he, the buyer, is consenting to the contract of sale and incurring the obligation to pay the price. If it is later found out that the painting does not belong to the Flemish School but to a different one, the buyer may obtain rescission of the contract since the error involved concerns

151. E. Farnsworth, Contracts 650 (1982).
152. Id. at 650-51. See also Leasco Corp. v. Taussig, 473 F.2d 777 (2d Cir. 1972).
153. See supra p. 25.
the cause of his obligation and that cause was known to the other party. It is not necessary that the seller knew that the painting was not of the Flemish School, in which case the seller would have known that the buyer was making an error and, according to the circumstances, he, the seller, might have committed fraud.\textsuperscript{157} Nor is it necessary for the seller to have shared the buyer's belief concerning the school to which the painting belongs. Had that been the case, then the situation would have been an instance of bilateral or mutual error also giving rise to rescission.\textsuperscript{158} The fact is, however, that mere unilateral error, that is, error of one party alone, suffices as grounds for invalidation, provided that that error concerns a cause of the obligation and the other party was aware of that cause.\textsuperscript{159}

In sum, an error that is unilateral may suffice to invalidate a contract even though the other party is in a position of neutrality concerning the error itself, as he needs neither know it nor share it. It suffices for rescission that the other party knew the reason why the party in error obligated himself and that the error concerned that reason.\textsuperscript{160}

Thus, if a person buys a vehicle for the purpose of reselling it, a reason known to the other party, but the vehicle cannot be profitably resold because, unbeknownst to the buyer, it had been reconstructed after an accident, the contract may be rescinded on grounds of the buyer's error concerning the marketability of the object.\textsuperscript{161} Likewise, if a person, as lessee, enters the lease of a tractor-trailer rig because he believes the thing is equipped with a needed feature, a fact of which the lessor is aware, but the thing does not possess such feature, the lease may be annulled because of the lessee's error concerning a material element—or substantial quality—of the object.\textsuperscript{162} On the other hand, if a person purchases an antique armoire because he believes it will aesthetically fit in his office, a reason which he does not communicate to the seller, the sale may not be rescinded on grounds of error if the armoire does not thusly fit.\textsuperscript{163} Likewise, if a person signs a promissory note for the sole purpose of protecting a corporation in which he has an interest, but the intended protection is of no avail, the contract embodied in the note may not be annulled on grounds of error if the

\textsuperscript{157} See infra p. 32 and 51.
\textsuperscript{158} See infra p. 34.
\textsuperscript{159} See J. Ghestin, supra note 35, at 169-71.
\textsuperscript{161} See Cochran Ford, Inc. v. Copeland, 499 So. 2d 509 (La. App. 2d Cir. 1986).
\textsuperscript{162} See Ouachita Equip. Rental Co. v. Trainer, 408 So. 2d 930 (La. App. 2d Cir. 1981).
payee did not know, nor had any reason to know, that the note had been signed for that purpose.\textsuperscript{164}

\textit{Error and Fraud}

Although, as a matter of principle, unilateral error is a ground for nullity even in the absence of any knowledge of such error by the other party, the fact is that in the vast majority of cases where courts recognize nullity on that ground the circumstances seem to allow some doubt as to whether the other party, the defendant in most instances, was truly unaware of the plaintiff's error. Thus, in a case where the plaintiff, when ordering a special fur coat, had clearly stated that her reason for buying it was to obtain a coat made of continuous strips of fur, but the coat delivered to her had been made of fur strips that had been pieced together, the Louisiana court granted rescission on grounds that the plaintiff's unilateral error concerned the reason why she had made the contract, and that reason was known to the other party. It is difficult to believe, however, that the defendant, an experienced furrier, did not know that the coat could not be made as the plaintiff wanted, a circumstance that merited a comment by the court.\textsuperscript{165} Likewise, in a case where a person had leased certain premises and bought certain fixtures therein contained for the purpose of operating a bar, a reason that was clearly communicated to the other party, but no liquor license could be obtained for that place, the court granted rescission on grounds of error, rejecting an allegation of fraud, though it is difficult to believe that the lessor, who had previously leased the premises to other parties for the same purpose, did not know that a liquor license would not be issued for that place.\textsuperscript{166}

In all such cases the question is warranted whether the situation involves fraud rather than error, but the answer must be negative. In the case of fraud the victim's error must be induced, provoked, by the misrepresentation or suppression of the truth of which fraud consists.\textsuperscript{167} In the examples examined, instead, though the conduct of the other party may give rise to the suspicion that he knew that his cocontractant was making an error, he neither induced nor provoked it through any scheme, but merely took advantage of the error he had not created.\textsuperscript{168} That kind of conduct is reprehensible, no doubt, as is always the case with bad faith, but it does not make the party not in error liable for fraud.


\textsuperscript{165} Deutschmann v. Standard Fur Co., 331 So. 2d 219 (La. App. 4th Cir. 1976).

\textsuperscript{166} Marcello v. Bussiere, 284 So. 2d 892 (La. 1973).


\textsuperscript{168} J. Ghestin, supra note 35, at 113.
In the practice of litigation it is not infrequent for a complainant to bring an action based solely on error, disregarding any fraudulent overtones that might be involved in the facts he states, because, otherwise, he will have the increased burden of showing not only that he made an error without which he would not have entered the contract, but also that the error was induced by the other party. Since the latter may present some difficulties, a plaintiff may feel that his interest is sufficiently protected if the court grants him rescission on grounds of error alone.\(^{169}\)

At common law unilateral error is grounds for nullity if known to the other party.\(^{170}\) That, however, is not the case in the civil law of Louisiana. As already shown, it suffices that the other party knew the reason that prompted the party in error to make the contract, and that the error concerns that reason. It is clear, however, that the other party's knowledge of the error, and not only of the cause or reason on which the error bears, will always expedite the obtaining of relief by the party in error.

**Error, Tolerance, Morals, and the Courts**

When the error is known to the other party, the fraudulent overtones arise from the nondisclosure of facts, also known to that party, the awareness of which would dispel the wrong belief in the mind of the party in error and also discourage him, no doubt, from entering the contract. As explained above, the other party does not induce the error, but takes advantage of it.\(^{171}\) If that were regarded as fraud, though in a nontechnical sense, then it would seem that some degree of fraud—or at least bad faith—is tolerated by the law, as is the case with the *bonus dolus* of the Romans and, to some extent, with the nonfraudulent or innocent misrepresentation at common law.\(^{172}\) Moreover, in at least one area, the law of Louisiana distinguishes between a failure to disclose and a false assertion, providing different effect for one and the other.\(^{173}\)

Perhaps because a finding of fraud implies a judgment on the morals of the party suspected of having committed it, or perhaps because in many instances it is very difficult to distinguish candor from honesty, courts prefer not to have to make moral judgments, and thus limit themselves to a finding of error as grounds for the relief they are willing to grant to the disadvantaged party.\(^{174}\) Be that as it may, even when a

---

169. Id. at 105-09.
170. See Restatement (Second) of Contracts § 153 (1979).
171. See supra p. 32.
172. J. Ghestin, supra note 35, at 108 and E. Farnsworth, supra note 151, at 239.
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court does not speak of a party's fraud, or bad faith, it may as well use it to reach the conclusion that such party knew the reason why the party in error made the contract, as it is easy to infer that the concealment or nondisclosure was perpetrated for the purpose of preventing the party in error from discovering that error.\footnote{See J. Ghestin, supra note 35, at 127.}

\textbf{Mutual Error}

Error is mutual, or bilateral, when both parties to a contract share a wrong belief concerning a cause without which the contract would not have been entered.\footnote{See La. Civ. Code art. 1949 comment (d).} Perhaps the clearest example is the very frequent situation where seller and buyer share the belief that the thing which is the object of their contract of sale is not defective, but a defect appears once the thing has been delivered.\footnote{See La. Civ. Code arts. 2520 and 2531.} In such a case the buyer may obtain either rescission of the contract, or reduction of the price, provided the defect is such that it can be presumed that he would not have bought the thing had he known of the defect.\footnote{La. Civ. Code art. 2531.} Likewise, both parties may believe that a certain painting is the original work of a known artist, but it is only a copy.\footnote{See Voitier v. Antique Art Gallery, 524 So. 2d 80 (La. App. 3d Cir.), writ denied, 531 So. 2d 271 (1988), where the facts show that insofar as the relation between plaintiff and one of the defendants is concerned both parties thought the painting was an original.} In some instances the mutual error of the parties is induced by wrong information conveyed by a third. Thus, both parties may be induced to believe that a tract of land contains a certain number of acres as a result of wrong measurements made by a surveyor.\footnote{See Calhoun v. Teal, 106 La. 47, 30 So. 288 (1901).} Likewise, a transaction or compromise may be entered into between an insurance company and the victim of an accident in the belief that the injuries suffered by the victim are only minor, a belief induced by an inaccurate medical report.\footnote{See Saunders v. New Orleans Pub. Serv., 387 So. 2d 603 (La. App. 4th Cir.), writ denied, 394 So. 2d 614 (1980).}

In all such cases the party adversely affected by the error may obtain relief. It can be said that a party able to show that the error is mutual will have a lighter burden in persuading the court that such relief ought to be granted.\footnote{For reformation as a remedy see infra p. 45.}

It is noteworthy that for a portion of modern French doctrine any error is mutual, though made by only one party, when either party was aware of the other's reason for contracting.\footnote{See G. Ripert, supra note 129, at 81-82; see also J. Ghestin, supra note 35, at 180-83.} In spite of the prestige
of some of the authorities expressing it, such a conclusion seems a
precipitate manner of stating that no error of one party may invalidate
a contract unless the other party knew, or should have known, the reason
why the party in error entered the contract, a conclusion that is clearer
if stated that way.184

**Mutual Error and Misunderstanding**

Situations that involve a misunderstanding, or *malentendu*, of the
parties are not easy to distinguish from situations involving mutual error,
but, whether or not they are distinguished, the results are the same.
Actually, "misunderstanding" should be reserved to allude to those in-
stances where each party attributes a different meaning to a certain
word.185 Since a contract is based on mutual consent, it is clear that
such consent is lacking when the parties actually had different things—or
meanings—in their minds. Thus, when one party orders "rice" in the
belief that the other party knows that he means rice of a certain origin,
but the other party understands "rice" as meaning, quite simply, rice
of any origin, it can be said that the parties misunderstood each other,
and the contract may be rescinded on grounds of error consisting not
in a wrong belief shared by both parties, but in the wrong belief of
each one concerning what the other had in mind.186

**Remedies**

**Rescission**

**Nature of Nullity**

When the error made by one party at the time of contracting concerns
a cause without which he would not have incurred the obligation, and
the other party knew or should have known of that cause, that is, when
the requirements to make of an error a cause of nullity are met, the
party in error may obtain rescission of the contract.187

184. See supra p. 30.
185. See J. Ghestin, supra note 35, at 117; E. Farnsworth, supra note 151, at 487.
186. See Lyons Milling Co. v. Cusimano, 161 La. 198, 108 So. 414 (1926). For a
French case involving different meanings attributed by the parties to the expression "*meubles
massifs*"—massive furniture—see decision rendered by the court of the city of Limoges on
June 21, 1935, S. 1935.2.240. For the proverbial English case involving two vessels named
Peerless, see Raffles v. Wichelhaus, H. & C. 906, 159 Eng. Rep. 375 (1864); see also
concerning the commercial meaning of "chicken."
The nullity that arises from error is only relative, that is, it is the kind of nullity that arises from the violation of a rule intended for the protection of private parties, such as the rule that provides that, for the formation of a valid contract, consent must be freely given. The pertinent action can be brought only by the party for whose protection the nullity has been established, namely the party in error, and is subject to a prescriptive period of five years. It should be noticed that there is no room in the law of Louisiana for the French doctrine of erreur-obstacle, under which an absolute nullity arises from some instances of error, as the Louisiana Civil Code contains express provisions the absence of which gave rise to that doctrine in French law.

\textit{Excusable and Inexcusable Error}

Since finding that an error, according to the particular circumstances of a case, should be given invalidating force is the sovereign prerogative of the trier of fact, and because in the process of arriving at such finding it is inevitable to delve into the subjectivity of the party alleging error, courts will refuse rescission unless they can conclude that the error, besides meeting the requirements already discussed, is also excusable, that is, that the party in error did not fail to take elementary precautions that would have avoided his falling into error, such as making certain that he was reasonably informed. Otherwise the error is regarded as inexcusable, in which case the party does not obtain relief. It is noteworthy that the same approach can be noticed in the jurisprudence of France, Louisiana and American common-law jurisdictions.

Whether an error is excusable or inexcusable should be determined \textit{in concreto}, that is, according to the circumstances surrounding a particular case, rather than according to an abstract standard. Thus, personal circumstances of the party in error, such as age, experience and profession, are to be taken into account. An error made by a professional person concerning a matter within his field of expertise would no doubt be regarded as inexcusable.

If an architect claims to have made an error when he purchased a certain tract of land because it is not legally possible to erect thereon the kind of building he had in mind, his error will be regarded as
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inexcusable if the seller had apprised him of the existence of zoning regulations that the architect neglected to check. On the other hand, when a nonprofessional person neglects to check zoning regulations, the existence of which he was not apprised, his error concerning the zoning classification of a piece of property will be regarded as excusable, and he will be therefore entitled to the rescission of the contract whereby he bought that property. Likewise, if an experienced collector seeks to avoid the purchase of a painting that was offered to him as attributed to a certain master because it proved not to be an authentic work of that master, the alleged error will be regarded as inexcusable.

**Inexcusable Error and Unread Instruments**

The most fertile ground for the healthy growth of the notion of inexcusable error is the often-recurring situation where a party claims to have made an error that bears on a cause of his obligation but further explains that he omitted to read the writing to which the contract giving rise to that obligation was reduced. In such a context Louisiana courts have said that a party may not avoid the provisions of a written contract he signed but failed to read or have explained to him. That is so because, “Signatures to obligations are not mere ornaments.” If a party can read, it behooves him to examine an instrument before signing it, and if he cannot read, it behooves him to have the instrument read to him and to listen attentively.

It seems quite clear that, unless induced to do so by outright fraud, a party who signs an instrument without reading it thereby fails to exercise elementary prudence that, if observed, would have prevented him from making his alleged error. As such contract-making conduct cannot be excused, so the resulting error cannot be excused either.

**Inexcusable Error, Fault, and Good Faith**

Error in itself does not constitute fault, as it is rather a risk that occurs in social interaction, a sort of accident against which nobody is
entirely sheltered, according to popular sayings. In some instances, nevertheless, an error, like an accident, may be prevented by the exercise of ordinary diligence by a party making a contract, such as gathering elementary information about the thing which is the object of that contract. The question may be asked whether a failure to take such precautions—not the error itself but that failure—constitutes fault. If there is a duty to exercise a certain standard of diligence in situations of that kind, then a dereliction of that duty may very well be regarded as fault. Perhaps such a duty is a natural consequence of the overriding, and therefore wider, duty of good faith that must govern the conduct of the parties in whatever pertains to the obligation.

Another question is whether such fault, if found, can possibly be of a contractual nature in light of the fact that, in the natural sequence of events, it would seem to precede the actual making of the contract. Some time ago such fault might have been regarded as an instance of *culpa in contra-hendo*, that is, fault incurred in the process of making a contract. That kind of *culpa*, however, is nowadays regarded as quasi-delictual in nature.

Be that as it may, in an attempt to shelter the doctrine of error against a conquering invasion of quasi-delictual notions, the conclusion may be reached that the one who fails to inform himself properly concerning the contractual object only has himself to blame, and, by virtue of a very basic principle of general character, the court will not come to his aid if he seeks relief for his own blameworthiness.

It is noteworthy that, more often than not, the failure for which a party in error is to blame consists of not having advised the other party properly concerning what was expected from the contractual object, which brings close together situations where the party in error has failed to act with ordinary diligence and situations where he failed to reveal his reason for contracting to the other party. In the one and the other kind of situation, and for the one or the other reason, the party in error may not obtain rescission.

201. See J. Ghestin, supra note 35, at 138.
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VICEs OF CONSENT

The Other Party's Willingness to Rectify Error

A party may not avail himself of his error in order to obtain rescission if the other party is willing to perform the contract as intended by the party in error.208 Thus, if because of an error a party entered a time-sharing agreement on certain property though he actually intended to buy it, he may not invoke his error in order to put an end to the contractual relation with the other party if the latter consents to a sale of that property. Likewise, if a party intended to buy a painting by a certain artist but, because of his mistake, he obtained the work of a different painter, he cannot avail himself of the error if the other party offers to deliver a painting by the artist originally intended by the buyer. In those situations there is a dissolution of the contract tainted by error and a substitution of a new one in its place, although without accomplishing a novation.209

The solution just explained is but another consequence of the overriding duty of good faith that governs the conduct of the parties in whatever pertains to the obligation.210 Indeed, if the other party consents to give the party in error that which was truly wanted, the latter has no reason to complain, and any insistence on his error as grounds for rescission could be taken as an indication that he has simply changed his mind and wants to recede from the contract using his error as an excuse. Such conduct would be an utter violation of the duty of good faith and cannot therefore be condoned.

In the matter of redhibition, which has error at its roots as explained before, the Louisiana Civil Code contains a clear example of a situation where a party who has bought a thing in the erroneous belief that it was perfect when it actually contained a hidden defect must allow the other party, who also did not know of the existence of that defect, an opportunity to repair the thing, that is, to make it perfect.211 It is clear that the seller's efforts in repairing the thing evince his willingness to perform the contract as intended by the disappointed purchaser.

Damages

Damages for the Party Not in Error

According to the Louisiana Civil Code, a party who obtains rescission on grounds of his own error is liable for the loss sustained by the other

party, unless the latter knew or should have known of the error. That precept introduces a flexible alternative to the upholding of the contract as a manner of protecting the interest of the party not in error.

Before the enactment of that alternative, Louisiana courts could find no reason to award damages in situations where rescission was granted on account of error. Thus, it was said, if a contract was null and void, the remedy was to rescind it and to put the parties in the position in which they had been prior to the attempted agreement, and therefore a request for damages stated no cause of action in that context. That was so in spite of the fact that some situations where such a recovery is allowed in case of error have long been contemplated in the Louisiana Civil Code. Thus, according to an earlier article, the party not in error could recover damages upon rescission in case of error in the person. Likewise, in the case of sale of a thing which does not belong to the seller, another instance of nullity that oftentimes results from error, the buyer who did not know of that circumstance may recover damages.

It can be said that French courts have shown the same reluctance to recognize a right to damages to the party not in error. Be that as it may, the cause of action, the absence of which used to be bemoaned, has now been given legislative recognition. Nevertheless, the party not in error is not entitled to recover the damages he might have sustained because of the rescission when he knew, or had reason to know, that the person with whom he entered the contract was acting under the influence of a wrong belief. When such is the case the party not in error has failed to comply with the overriding obligation of good faith, which makes him ineligible to have his interest protected by an award of damages.

Even when the party not in error is in good faith, that is, when he did not know, or have reason to know, of the error of his cocontractant, he may not be entitled to recover damages if the error upon which rescission is granted is excusable in light of the circumstances surrounding the contract. When the error, though not excusable, is not so inex-

216. See La. Civ. Code art. 2452. See also Nelson v. Holden, 219 La. 37, 52 So. 2d 240 (1951) where the right to recover liquidated damages was asserted where performance of a contract to sell was impossible because of an error.
217. See J. Ghestin, supra note 35, at 163. For views to the contrary expressed in French doctrine see A. Weill et F. Terré, supra note 2, at 208.
cusable as to merit that the contract be upheld, then the trier of fact must inquire whether the party not in error changed his position and consider the importance of such change.\textsuperscript{221} If a sufficiently important change in position is found, the damages to be awarded should not exceed the amount of the loss actually sustained by the party not in error—that is, his reliance interest, since full protection of the interest of that party, which would include also the profit of which he was deprived, may be better achieved by upholding the contract, except in exceptional circumstances.\textsuperscript{222}

Allowing Damages vs. Upholding the Contract

Before enactment of the rule discussed in the preceding paragraphs, whenever error was invoked, Louisiana courts approached the problem as one admitting only two possible solutions, either the granting or the refusal of rescission. Because of that, any carelessness of a party sufficed to turn his error into an inexcusable one, a conclusion that led to a refusal of the rescission sought by that party and, therefore, to the upholding of the contract. It was said, thus, that if an error was made in a bid, that error was the result of the bidder’s own carelessness for which he could obtain no relief.\textsuperscript{223} Other times, after weighing the respective interests of the parties, Louisiana courts stated that where one of two innocent parties must suffer, the one who caused the error must bear the consequences.\textsuperscript{224}

It seems clear that upholding the contract was deemed to be the only appropriate solution whenever the party not in error would suffer a detriment if rescission was granted, even when the error involved a cause and was not clearly inexcusable. In the view of some writers, French courts also prefer to uphold the contract in that kind of case, as a solution that seems simpler and more economic than granting rescission to a party because he made an error in the first place, and holding the same party for damages for having made that error in the second.\textsuperscript{225} There is no doubt that such a solution may be the most reasonable one in many instances, but not in all. In some situations, to hold a party to a contract he did not intend to make, in order only to protect the interest of the other party, seems a harsh solution, especially when that interest can be sufficiently protected through an award of damages, as is the case, more often than not, when the party not in
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error has not yet changed his position before being advised of the error made by his cocontractant.

Nevertheless, a court may refuse rescission when the interest of the party not in error can be effectively protected only if the contract is upheld, as when that party has changed his position substantially before learning that his cocontractant entered the contract because of a wrong belief.226

**Damages for the Party In Error When the Contract is Upheld**

The Louisiana Civil Code prescribes that a reasonable compensation for the loss he has sustained may be granted to a party in error to whom rescission is refused when the effective protection of the other party's interest requires that the contract be upheld.227 Before enactment of that rule a party in error had no grounds to obtain that kind of compensation, which made of the upholding of the contract a solution fair to the other party, but rather harsh to the party in error who might thereby sustain an unfair detriment. Thus, if because of an error, a party conveys to another a piece of property considerably more valuable than the one he intended to sell, and the transferee then builds valuable improvements upon the property, it would seem that the interest of the transferee can be protected only by the upholding of the contract, but he will obtain a great advantage from such a solution since he received a different property worth considerably more than what he paid for it.228 In such a situation, a reasonable compensation awarded to the transferor makes the solution fair for both parties. Such an approach is perfectly consistent with equity as defined in the Louisiana Civil Code.229

For example, in a case where an error was made concerning the quantity of land comprised in the granting of a right of way for the construction of an utility transmission line, the Louisiana court refused to rescind the contract, in spite of the excusable nature of the error, because the line was built and had been in operation for a long time, but allowed the landowner in error to recover damages measured by the difference between the quantity of land comprised in the right of way actually held by the other party and the quantity of land that the owner had intended to be so comprised.230 Similarly, in a case where a knowledgeable purchaser acquired a painting by a great master from a seller who thought the painting was only attributed to that master, a French

---
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court, which could not grant the rescission sought by the seller on grounds of his error because the purchaser had resold the painting to the Louvre Museum after establishing its authenticity, granted to the seller, as damages, the difference between the price he had obtained from the purchaser and the price the latter had obtained from the museum, which was about one hundred times the amount he had paid to the seller.231

Likewise, when error has occurred in a bid by a contractor or a subcontractor, to uphold the contract is often the only effective way of protecting the interest of the general contractor, or of the owner, whose position might have changed substantially because of the erroneous bid, or who may no longer be in a position to readvertise for new bids without considerable expense and delay. In such a situation, a contractor or subcontractor who has chosen to perform in spite of his error, rather than exposing himself to an action for breach by the other party, should be allowed some reasonable compensation to alleviate his loss, provided, of course, that the error is such that it would have justified rescission were it not for the need to protect the interest of the other party.232 As the pertinent rule prescribes, the compensation to be allowed in that kind of case need only be reasonable and not necessarily the full amount of the loss sustained by the party in error.233 The court may exercise great discretion in making such an award.234

**Damages for the Party In Error When the Contract is Rescinded**

In general terms, a party to whom the annulment of a contract is granted because of his own error is not entitled to damages, as his interest is sufficiently protected by the rescission thus obtained. That is a view almost taken for granted in French doctrine.235 Nevertheless, French courts have allowed damages to a party in error, upon rescission of the contract, in some exceptional situations where reprehensible bad faith of the other party has been clearly shown.236 The same approach has been
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231. Decision rendered by the Civil Chamber of the Cour de cassation on Oct. 16, 1979, reported in Gaz. Pal. 1980, 1, Som. 60. The decision suggests an application of the doctrine of lesion to the sale of a movable thing, a solution which is not alien to French law; see J. Ghestin, supra note 35, at 85-89; see also A. Weill et F. Terré, supra note 2, at 207-08. Cf. O’Brien v. LeGette, 254 La. 252, 223 So. 2d 165 (1969).
235. See J. Ghestin, supra note 35, at 123-26; cf. A. Weill et F. Terré, supra note 2, at 207-08.
236. See decision rendered by the court of the city of Orleans on Jan. 21, 1931, D.H. 1931.172; see also decision rendered by the court of the city of Rennes on Oct. 26, 1950, Gaz. Pal. 1951.1.27.
followed by French courts in some borderline cases where error has been intertwined with redhibition or with a failure to perform.\textsuperscript{237}

It is noteworthy that Louisiana courts have reacted in the same way in similar situations. Thus, where a lessor knew that the lessee had entered the contract for the purpose of operating a lounge, separate from a restaurant, in the leased premises, but the lessor also knew that, because of zoning regulations and opposition of the neighbors, a liquor license would not be granted for that purpose, the court not only rescinded the contract at the lessee's initiative, but also granted him recovery of the considerable expense he had incurred in preparing to carry out his plans.\textsuperscript{238}

In another case where a painting was sold as the original work of a certain artist, although it was not such an original, upon rescission of the contract the purchaser was allowed to recover not only the expenses he incurred which were occasioned by the sale, but also compensation for his mental anguish, as an agent of the seller, though in good faith, had represented the painting as an original.\textsuperscript{239}

Though no express provision of either of their civil codes addresses the right to damages of a party in error, French and Louisiana courts are warranted in availing themselves of such means of achieving decisional fairness, means that can be perfectly justified by a flexible use of analogy.\textsuperscript{240}

\textit{Error, Loss, Benefit, and Risk}

It is clear that, in the context of the doctrine of error, remedies are aimed at protecting the party in error against unfair loss. Thus, Louisiana courts have said that in case of doubt as to error in the motive of one of the parties courts will lean heavily in favor of the one seeking to avoid loss and against the one seeking to obtain a gain.\textsuperscript{241} It is also clear, however, that a party may occasionally benefit from his own error, as when, for a reasonable price, he buys a thing that is actually worth many times more than what he thought. In the absence of operative error by the other party, the purchaser will reap the benefit of his own misconception in such a case.

\textsuperscript{237}. See decision rendered by the court of the city of Bordeaux on Nov. 13, 1905, D. 1908.2.287.

\textsuperscript{238}. Guaranty Sav. Assurance Co. v. Uddo, 386 So. 2d 670 (La. App. 1st Cir.), writ denied, 389 So. 2d 1126 (1980), is a case that, though decided on grounds of error, contains some aspects of nonperformance.

\textsuperscript{239}. Voitier v. Antique Art Gallery, 524 So. 2d 80 (La. App. 3d Cir.), writ denied, 531 So. 2d 271 (1988), is a case that, though decided on grounds of error, also contains some redhibition overtones.

\textsuperscript{240}. See La. Civ. Code arts. 2452 and 2545.

There are situations, however, where a party may attempt to derive an unfair benefit from his error. Thus, when the error is mutual or bilateral and the risk of the transaction prompted by error is borne by one of the parties, the one not at risk is not entitled to any unexpected profit that such transaction might bring. In an interesting Louisiana case, a broker and his client, through mutual error, used the word “sell” when “buy” was intended. The broker carried out the sale transaction but, upon realizing the error, the client’s account was corrected as if the purchase the client had intended had taken place. The sale transaction, however, which had been finalized because of the error, yielded an unexpected profit that the client claimed as his since the erroneous transaction was the result of his initiative. The court concluded that the client had borne no risk because his account was credited as if the transaction had been the one he intended and, therefore, he was not entitled to profits resulting from the risk assumed by the other party.\textsuperscript{242}

\textit{Reformation of Instruments}

\textbf{Mutual Error}

When a contract is reduced to writing, an error may occur in the drafting of the instrument so that the written text does not reflect the true intention of the parties. When such is the case, upon proof that the error is mutual, that is, that neither party intended the contract to be as reflected in the writing, the court may decree the reformation of the written instrument, rather than the rescission of the contract, so that the writing, once reformed, will express the parties’ true intention.\textsuperscript{243}

In the view expressed by Louisiana courts, an action to reform a written instrument is an equitable remedy, and it lies only to correct errors in a written instrument that does not express the true agreement of the parties.\textsuperscript{244} The reference to the “equitable” nature of the remedy probably alludes to the fact that in the Anglo-American system, at an earlier time, a suit had to be brought in equity for reformation before an action could be started at law to enforce the contract as reformed, although today a party may seek both reformation and enforcement in the same action.\textsuperscript{245} Be that as it may, other Louisiana decisions have concluded that reformation finds its foundation in those articles of the

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{242} Rogillio v. Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith, 448 So. 2d 1340 (La. App. 4th Cir. 1984).
  \item \textsuperscript{243} See La. Civ. Code art. 1949 comment (d).
  \item \textsuperscript{244} Ober v. Williams, 213 La. 568, 35 So. 2d 219 (1948). See also Brabham v. Harper, 485 So. 2d 231 (La. App. 3d Cir. 1986).
  \item \textsuperscript{245} See E. Farnsworth, supra note 151, at 467-68.
\end{itemize}
Louisiana Civil Code where "equity" is used with the reference of the French *equité*.\(^{246}\)

An action to reform a written instrument is a personal action, even when applied to real estate, and the burden of establishing the mutual error by clear and convincing proof rests on the party seeking reformation.\(^{247}\) Parol evidence is admissible for that purpose.\(^{248}\) Louisiana courts have granted reformation of writings containing contracts of sale of immovable property.\(^{249}\) Likewise, they have also granted reformation of insurance policies.\(^{250}\) They have also concluded that, provided the required kind of error is established, a written instrument containing a contract of lease may be subject to reformation.\(^{251}\)

French courts have shown the same preoccupation with *equité* in expressing their preference for the granting of reformation in order to uphold a contract, rather than granting rescission of the same for the mere fact that the writing that contains it does not express the parties’ true intent.\(^{252}\)

*The Revision*

*The Earlier Articles*

Following its French model, the Louisiana Digest of 1808 contained only one article devoted to error.\(^{253}\) In the Revision of 1825, however, that article was eliminated, and error became the subject of five subsections comprising twenty-seven articles that find their origin in the work of Toullier.\(^{254}\) Those articles classified error first into error of fact and error of law and then into the traditional Roman categories of error *in


\(^{247}\) Fontenot v. Lewis, 215 So. 2d 161 (La. App. 3d Cir. 1968).


\(^{253}\) Louisiana Digest of 1808 art. 10, at 262.

VICES OF CONSENT

negotio, error in personam and error in substantia—that is, error in the nature of the contract, error as to the person, and error in the substance of the contractual object—but error in the motive was added to the Roman list, thereby giving rise to some confusion.

Indeed, according to one of the articles introduced in 1825, although an error may be made concerning any of the circumstances related to a contract, not every error is a valid ground for annulling that contract, since, to have such effect, the error must concern some point which was a “principal” cause for making the contract, and it may be either as to the motive for making the contract, as to the person with whom it is made, or as to the subject matter of the contract itself. According to another article, however, the “principal” cause is called the motive, and means that “consideration” without which the contract would not have been made. Though some of the uncertainty results from the introduction into the English translation of words that have no counterpart in the French original, reading those two articles together it is not clear whether error in the cause is a higher category comprising error as to the person, error in the nature of the contract and error as to the substance of the contractual object as species, or whether error in the cause is another kind of operative error on an even footing with the others. On the other hand, if cause is, by definition, motive, it is then quite strange to say that error in the “principal” cause may be an error that bears on the motive.

As stated in another of the articles introduced in 1825, no error in the motive can invalidate a contract unless the other party was apprised that it was the principal cause of the agreement, or unless from the nature of the transaction it must be presumed that he knew it. Reading that article together with the other two discussed above, it is not clear whether the other party must be aware of the error, or whether the other party must be apprised only of the cause, or motive, that is, why the party in error intended to bind himself. Furthermore, assuming that the more accurate interpretation is that it suffices that the other party be aware of the cause, and not of the error, that premise appears to be in outright contradiction with the tenet of other articles in the Civil Code of 1870. Thus, for the case of error as to the person, it does not seem necessary that the other party knew that the personal qualities of the cocontractant were the cause for which the party in error consented to bind himself, according to the pertinent article. The same contra-

257. See 3 Louisiana Legal Archives Part II 1008-09 (1942).
diction is suggested by the article dealing with error in the substance of the thing which is the contractual object. 261

The Louisiana Jurisprudence

Louisiana courts solved the riddle presented by the articles on error of the Civil Code of 1870 by reaching two clear conclusions: First, for an error to be a valid ground for rescission, it must bear on the cause of the obligation, and, second, that cause must have been known, or should have been known, to the other party. 262 The article requiring knowledge of the cause by the other party was elevated to the rank of a fundamental article, as if it prescribed a rule that presided over all the others dealing with error, though it is not exactly clear whether that was the intention of the redactors of 1825 or even the idea of Toullier when he wrote the text from which that article was taken. 263

In reaching those conclusions the Louisiana jurisprudence might have been guided by the conceptual proximity between the civilian notion of a cause known to the other party and the common-law notion of a unilateral error known to the other party. 264 Though that proximity is certainly not a similarity, in certain formulations the two ideas may seem more alike than they really are. Be that as it may, it is noteworthy that the theory of error the Louisiana jurisprudence was able to construct is strikingly similar to, if not identical with, views expressed in contemporary French doctrine concerning error that bears on the cause, a kind of error the recognition of which is in France a creation of the jurisprudence and doctrine, as the Code Napoleon is silent on that matter. 265

Clarification and Simplification

The latest revision of the Louisiana Civil Code articles on error attempted to eliminate the ambiguities latent in the earlier articles in
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262. See, e.g., American Bank & Trust Co. v. Fontenot, 347 So. 2d 1187 (La. App. 1st Cir. 1977); Marchand v. United Companies Mortgages & Inv. of Hammond, 335 So. 2d 795 (La. App. 1st Cir. 1976); Talley v. Blake, 322 So. 2d 877 (La. App. 1st Cir. 1975).
265. See L. Josserand, supra note 35, at 90-92; J. Ghestin, supra note 35, at 251-89; G. Ripert, supra note 129, at 75-79. See also H. Capitant, De la cause des obligations 208-13 (1923); decision rendered by the Cour de cassation on March 16, 1898, reported in S. 1902.1.331.
order to improve clarity in the formulation of the law. Out of the earlier
twenty-seven articles, only five contained substantial rules.266 Those rules
have been preserved although compressed into only two new articles.267
Definitions and examples, which were not always clear, have been elimi-
nated together with the articles that contained them.268 Provisions pert-
aining to matters that are addressed elsewhere in the Louisiana Civil
Code have been eliminated also to avoid repetition.269 Ambiguity and
obscurity in the original articles whose substance is preserved have been
removed by adoption of the conclusions reached by the Louisiana ju-
risprudence in interpreting those articles.270 It can be said, thus, that,
concerning the basic framework of the doctrine of error contained in
the civil code, the revision has effected no change in the law.

The Other Party’s Willingness to Perform

A new provision in the latest revision prescribes that a party may
not avail himself of his error in order to seek rescission if the other
party is willing to perform the contract as intended by the party in
error.271 In spite of its novelty, it cannot be said that this provision
effects a change in the law, since it only states a conclusion that can
be directly derived from the overriding obligation of good faith and from
a very basic principle of interpretation.272 A clear statement of that
conclusion, however, facilitates the task of the interpreter and makes the
system more readily accessible, an approach followed in the drafting of
some modern civil codes.273

Another new provision addresses the matter of damages and allows
recovery by a party when a contract is rescinded because of an error
made by the other.274 It cannot be said that this solution entails a change
in the law, as it only generalizes a principle underlying some earlier
articles.275 Nevertheless, a section of that provision effects a partial change
by allowing a party in error to obtain some compensation for his loss
whenever rescission is refused in order to protect the interest of the other
party.276

268. See La. Civ. Code arts. 1821, 1822, 1824, 1827, 1832, 1834-1836, 1838-1840, 1841-
1846 (1870). See La. Civ. Code art. 1950 comments (b), (c), (d), (e), (f) and (h).
270. See supra p. 32.
273. E.g., Swiss Code of Obligations art. 26 (1911) and Ethiopian Civil Code art. 1703
(1960).
276. La. Civ. Code art. 1952(2) and comment (e). See also supra p. 42.
III. FRAUD

GENERAL PRINCIPLES

Definition

In the context of the vices of consent, fraud consists in inducing a person into an error by means of a misrepresentation or a suppression of the truth, made with the intention either to obtain an unjust advantage for the inducer or to cause a loss or inconvenience to the one so induced, in the process of making a contract.\(^\text{277}\) Thus, fraud takes place, for example, when the benefit that can be expected from a business is falsely represented by one party in order to entice the other to acquire that business.\(^\text{278}\) Likewise, fraud takes place when the substantial qualities of a thing are falsely represented by one party in order to induce the other to purchase that thing.\(^\text{279}\)

Terminology

In the English version of the Louisiana Civil Code, the word "fraud" is used as a translation of dol, which is the word used in the Code Napoleon and the French version of the Louisiana Digest of 1808 as well as in the Louisiana Civil Code of 1825.\(^\text{280}\) In a technical sense, dol has a wider meaning than "fraud," as it encompasses both the devious intent and the scheme, or material means, through which that intent is carried out. In Anglo-American legal terminology, on the other hand, the word "fraud" refers to the devious or malicious intent—which is usually more clearly signified in the expression "fraudulent intent"—while the word "misrepresentation" is used to allude to the material means through which the "fraud" is implemented.\(^\text{281}\) Semantic reasons sufficiently explain the choice made by the translators, as no word in the English language traces its etymological roots to the Latin dolus, from which the French dol derives.\(^\text{282}\)

---

278. See Overby v. Beach, 220 La. 77, 55 So. 2d 873 (1951). See also A. Weill et F. Terré, supra note 2, at 208, 211.
280. See French Civil Code art. 1116 (1804); 3 Louisiana Legal Archives Part II 1020-24 (1942). In the translation of the French Civil Code by John H. Crabb (1977), dol is translated as "deceit."
281. See, e.g., E. Farnsworth, supra note 151, at 235-43.
In sum, when "fraud" means a vice of consent, a preliminary terminological discussion is necessary to explain the difference between the two aspects actually involved, the subjective aspect and the objective one.

**SUBJECTIVE ASPECT**

*Intention*

The intention—or "fraudulent intent," to use a very clear Anglo-American expression—is, of course, a psychological element consisting of the voluntary undertaking, the will, to induce another to make an error. If there is no such intention, or if it is not proved, rescission on grounds of fraud cannot be granted. For that reason, as an example, there is no fraud if one party deceives another simply because he started by deceiving himself, a situation that is better handled by the rules governing mutual or bilateral error.\(^{283}\)

*Fraud, Error, and Vice of Consent*

Intentionally induced error is, thus, a component part of fraud as one of the traditional categories of vices of consent.\(^{284}\) The conclusion is compelling, however, that when a person falls victim to fraud practiced in order to induce him to make a contract, that which vitiates his consent is the error resulting from the fraud and not the fraud itself, as the latter is exterior to the will of the consenting party, while the error thus induced is located, precisely, in that person's will.\(^{285}\) It is noteworthy, in that context, that the French Civil Code makes no express reference to error in the only article it devotes to fraud, while the Louisiana Civil Code, since the revision of 1825, clearly asserts that error is an indispensable element of fraud as a vice of consent.\(^{286}\)

Although it is generally undisputed that error is encompassed in the notion of fraud, at least one celebrated French decision annulled certain acts of transfer on grounds of fraud because the transferor had been victimized by certain *manoeuvres* of the transferees, though such maneuvers had not induced the transferor, who happened to be a lady of advanced age, into an error but rather into a state of exhaustion, but without constituting duress.\(^{287}\) That decision, which can find support in

---

283. See A. Weill et F. Terré, supra note 2, at 210. See also decision rendered by the court of the city of Brest on Nov. 5, 1974, D. 1975.295, with a note by Schmidt.
the language of the pertinent French article, separates fraud from error and places fraud between error and duress in the general framework of vices of consent, which could make of fraud a useful instrument to handle situations where undue influence is exerted on a person in order to distort his will.288 Be that as it may, though praised by some commentators, that decision has not yet succeeded in changing the views of the vast majority of French doctrine, where induced error is still regarded as a component part of fraud.289

Unfair Advantage, Loss, or Inconvenience

Perhaps the most salient aspect of the intentional element of fraud is the purpose of either obtaining an unfair advantage for one party—usually but not necessarily the one who resorts to fraud—or causing a loss or inconvenience to the other.290 Thus, when circumstances are misrepresented in order to enhance the value of a thing, the higher price thus obtained constitutes the unfair advantage for which the fraud was made. By the same token, if circumstances are misrepresented in order to show that a thing is of little value, although it is actually quite valuable, the lesser price for which the thing is thus obtained is the unfair advantage for which the fraud was practiced.

In most instances the unfair advantage obtained by one party is a loss for the other. Thus, when a person resorts to fraud in order to sell a thing for more than it is worth, the surplus obtained by the seller is a loss for the buyer, and, conversely, if the fraud is resorted to in order to buy for less, the advantage thus obtained by the buyer is a loss for the seller. That, however, is not indispensable, as mere inconvenience for one of the parties constitutes fraud when it is the result of devious means. In an interesting Louisiana case, for example, because the owner of a strip of land, for personal reasons, adamantly refused to sell it to the owner of a neighboring property, the latter persuaded one of his employees to represent himself as having recently acquired the neighboring property, and the owner of the strip found no obstacle to sell it to the person he believed to be his new neighbor with whom he had no personal differences. Shortly thereafter the employee transferred the strip of land to his employer. When the scheme was discovered the seller sued for rescission on grounds of fraud and the court granted it although the seller, who had been paid a fair price, had not sustained an economic loss.291 According to the court, the conspiracy between the ultimate buyer and his employee had been designed to cause inconvenience to the seller,

288. See B. Starck, Droit civil—Obligations 424-26 (1972).
289. A. Weill et F. Terré, supra note 2, at 209.
namely, to induce him to transfer property to a person to whom he did not want to transfer it.292

**Objective Aspect**

**Means**

The victim of fraud is induced into an error through a misrepresentation or suppression of the truth.293 In a way, every misrepresentation is, by itself, a suppression or dissimulation of the truth, as it consists in the creation of a false appearance. Earlier Louisiana law used the word "artifice" in order to signify the falsity that lies at the root of fraudulent means designed to create the impression that something exists when actually it does not, or that something does not exist when it actually does, or the impression that something that exists is different from what it actually is.294 According to the Louisiana Civil Code, such a false impression may be created also by mere silence or inaction.295 In other words, the victim of fraud may be induced into an error not only through action taken by the one who practices the fraud but also through the purposefully designed inaction of that one.

**Fraudulent Action**

**Scheme**

Misrepresentation or suppression of the truth may result from a scheme designed for such purpose, as when the creation of a false impression requires the concerted action, or conspiracy, of two or more persons who indulge in the production of a sort of dishonest playlet, as when several employees of a jewelry store combine their efforts to give the seller of a ring the impression that the ring is less valuable than it actually is.296 Perhaps the clearest example of a scheme in the context of fraud is the classical one reported by Cicero where the seller of a waterfront villa, in order to make a prospective buyer believe that fishing was good in that area—a matter whose decisive importance for the buyer was known to the seller—made arrangements with the owners of several fishing boats for them to sail in front of the villa while the buyer was inspecting it.297 An effective scheme may consist of less elaborate ma-
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292. Id. at 747, 109 So. 2d at 80.
296. See Griffing v. Atkins, 1 So. 2d 445 (La. App. 1st Cir. 1941).
neuvers, however. Thus, intentional alteration of business records in order to create the impression that the financial situation of a certain concern is better than it actually is constitutes such a scheme.298 Likewise, quoting the value of an inventory on the basis of current retail prices rather than on the basis of original cost in order to induce a buyer into acquiring a going business is another example of misrepresentation made through a scheme.299

**False Assertion**

The misrepresentation or suppression of the truth of which fraud consists may be accomplished through a false assertion, a lie. The Louisiana Civil Code contains a clear example of that when it prescribes that a declaration made by a seller that the thing he sells has a certain quality that he knows it does not have comes within the definition of fraud.300 In the same order of ideas, to induce a person to sign an instrument through an assertion that he is signing it as a witness, while he is actually signing it in his capacity as naked owner of certain property, constitutes fraud on the strength of which the transaction may be annulled.301 Likewise, fraud is committed when the amount of rent to be obtained from certain property is falsely asserted for the purpose of inducing an investor to buy that property.302 Also, there is fraud when an attorney induces a client to sign an appeal bond upon the false assertion that no liability will result from the signing.303

Because of the language of the pertinent article of the Code Napoleon, it was discussed in early French doctrine whether a lie, a *mensonge*, could constitute a *manoeuvre* of the kind required by the French article, since, at first blush, a lie seems distinguishable from a conspiracy, machination or stratagem. The conclusion now prevailing in French doctrine is that a *mensonge* does constitute such a *manoeuvre* when used with the intention of inducing a person into a contract he would not have made were it not for the deception.304 A lie, in sum, is a simple form of scheme designed to misrepresent a certain state of affairs, and that is, precisely, the very essence of fraud.

**Promissory Statements**

The common law used to adhere to the view that statements promissory in nature and relating to future actions do not constitute fraud,
for which purpose the false statements must relate to facts then existing or which have previously existed.\textsuperscript{305} That view has been accepted by the Louisiana jurisprudence.\textsuperscript{306} It is noteworthy, however, that French doctrine does not distinguish between false assertions related to present or past facts and false assertions related to future facts. Moreover, the majority of common-law jurisdictions hold nowadays that the making of a promise without intention to perform it is a misrepresentation of fact, since an intention dwells in a person's mind and the state of a person's mind is, no doubt, a fact.\textsuperscript{307} The Louisiana Civil Code does not distinguish between present or past facts and future facts as the object of a misrepresentation. Indeed, a false assurance of a future performance is quite effective as a fraudulent misrepresentation when it induces a party to enter a contract on the strength of that assurance. The Louisiana jurisprudence would be more consistent with the civil code if it changed the view that excludes promissory statements from the ambit of fraud.

\textit{Impersonation}

A false assertion of identity, as when a person represents that he is somebody else, is, of course, a lie, but it may also be part of a scheme designed to deceive another person, and thereby induce the latter to enter a contract that he would not have made with the impersonator had he known his real identity, as when forged documents of identification are shown, or when the impersonator knows that his victim will check the false identity through means calculated to effect the deception. Louisiana courts have had opportunity to grant rescission of contracts where a party's consent was obtained by fraud perpetrated through impersonation.\textsuperscript{308}

\textit{Concealment}

It can be said that every false assertion involves concealment of the truth, and also that every scheme designed to deceive involves concealment of the true state of affairs. Nevertheless, fraud may be committed through an act of concealment which is neither verbal, as in a lie, nor conspiratorial, as in the case of certain schemes. Thus, a thing may be painted

\textsuperscript{305} 12 R. C. L. 244, 254, §§ 14, 21.
\textsuperscript{307} J. Calamari and J. Perillo, Contracts 365 (3d ed. 1987); see also Keeton, Fraud—Statements of Intention, 15 Tex. L. Rev. 185, 195 (1937).
over in order to conceal an otherwise visible defect, so that the thing can be sold as free from that defect.\textsuperscript{309} Likewise, to paraphrase an example offered in earlier Louisiana law, a document may be hidden in order to conceal its existence from a person and induce him thusly to enter a transaction or compromise to which he would not have consented had he known that that document existed.\textsuperscript{310}

\textit{Misrepresentation of Legal Age}

As an exception to the basic rule, a mere misrepresentation of majority made by a minor does not prevent him from seeking rescission of the contract thusly made on grounds of his own incapacity.\textsuperscript{311} That being the case, it is clear that such misrepresentation does not constitute fraud. The interest of both the minor and the party of legal age that contracted with him is sufficiently protected by the possibility of annulment or confirmation of the contract at the initiative of the party of age or of the minor’s representative.\textsuperscript{312}

In French law a minor may commit fraud through a dissimulation of his age when he makes more than a mere misrepresentation, as when, for example, he forges a document of identification where the date of birth is stated.\textsuperscript{313} In such a case the minor incurs quasi-delictual liability and, as an alternative remedy, a French court may refuse rescission to such a minor if he sues for it on grounds of incapacity.\textsuperscript{314} In Louisiana, on the other hand, when the other party has reasonably relied on the minor’s representation of majority the contract may not be rescinded, regardless of whether the minor merely misrepresented his age or designed a more elaborate scheme for that purpose.\textsuperscript{315}

\textit{Fraudulent Inaction}

\textit{Silence}

The Code Napoleon makes no reference to silence as a means of committing fraud, but the French doctrine and jurisprudence agree that

\textsuperscript{309} For an interesting example from a different jurisdiction see DeJoseph v. Zambelli, 392 Pa. 24, 139 A.2d 644 (1958).
\textsuperscript{310} La. Civ. Code art. 1830 (1825); see also 6 M. Planiol et G. Ripert, supra note 27, at 241.
\textsuperscript{311} La. Civ. Code art. 1924.
\textsuperscript{313} A. Weill et F. Terré, supra note 2, at 212.
\textsuperscript{314} See 6 M. Planiol et G. Ripert, supra note 27, at 250; Agalstein, Le dol et la fraude des incapables dans les contrats (Thesis, Paris, 1928). See also decision rendered by the Cour de cassation on June 3, 1902, reported in D.P. 1902.1.452 and S. 1902.1.485. See also A. Weill et F. Terré, supra note 2, at 218.
a party may intentionally induce another into an error through silence or inaction.316 The Louisiana Civil Code, since the revision of 1825, expressly contemplates that fraud may result from silence or inaction.317 Indeed, silence may lead to error in the course of negotiations where information, or some other form of clarification, can reasonably be expected from one party and is needed for the other to have a clear understanding of the circumstances of the transaction. In such a situation, the silence that substitutes for words that ought to be spoken becomes reticence, which is fraudulent when the omission of words is prompted by an intention to deceive.318

**Fraudulent Reticence**

Not every instance of reticence constitutes fraud. Moreover it has occasionally been asserted that reticence may not be regarded as reflective of fraudulent intent, although that assertion has been criticized for its failure to take morals into account.319 In general terms, nevertheless, parties to a contract have opposing interests and there can be no doubt that each one is the best guardian of his own interest.320 Thus, the one who fails to give another information that the other should have found by himself commits no fraud since it can be said that any error made in such a situation results not so much from one party's reticence as from the other's lack of diligence in protecting his own interest. It is different, however, when the circumstances are such as to impose on one party a duty to inform the other concerning certain facts, a duty that seems to appear whenever a party's silence, or failure to inform or to disclose, is a flagrant abuse of the other party's ignorance.321

Be that as it may, it is not easy to draw a line between mere reticence, or bare nondisclosure, and fraudulent reticence. When the main, or only, feature of a particular situation is just silence, the traditional aphorism comes to mind, "celui qui ne dit rien ne trompe pas"—the one who says nothing does not deceive.322 Reticence, however, does not occur in a void. Strange as it may seem, silence has a way of exteriorizing itself through the circumstances that surround it, circumstances that do
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not consist of an omission, such as silence, but are positive acts or facts. It is in the light of such circumstances that silence may appear tainted with fraudulent intent and therefore becomes fraudulent reticence. Thus, if in the course of negotiations one party states his impression of the contractual object and asks from the other, "Tell me if I am wrong," the other's silence amounts to an assertion that the asking party is right, and will constitute fraudulent reticence if the one who remains silent knows that the other's impression is false and resorts to silence to confirm that impression to his own advantage. Courts should enjoy great discretion in deciding whether a party was under a duty to speak or to disclose information to the other, and it has been suggested that in reaching such conclusions the courts should not hold parties to a very high moral standard beyond what is necessary to see to it that honesty and decency prevail in legal transactions.

**Duty to Disclose**

The process of ascertaining the nature and the consequences of reticence is greatly facilitated in those exceptional situations where the law prescribes a duty to disclose. The Louisiana Civil Code offers a distinct example of an express duty to disclose when it asserts that a seller is bound to explain himself clearly respecting the extent of his obligations. As a complement to that rule, another one prescribes extensive liability for a seller who knows the thing he sells has a non-apparent defect but fails to declare it to the buyer.

Other examples of an express duty to disclose are contained in special legislation. Such a duty is imposed, for example, on lending financial institutions. Likewise, such a duty is provided for persons involved in the business of commercial advertising. There is such a duty, also, for persons applying for special kinds of insurance.

**Duty to Disclose and Good Faith**

In the absence of an express provision to that effect, an answer to the question whether a person is under a duty to speak, or to disclose,

326. La. Civ. Code art. 2545; but see La. Civ. Code art. 2547 where a distinction is made that is not contained in the Code Napoleon, 3 Louisiana Legal Archives Part II 1399 (1942).
in a certain situation is sought among the cluster of ideas of which the elusive notion of good faith is comprised.\textsuperscript{330} When the question involves disclosure or nondisclosure of circumstances that are extrinsic to the contractual object itself, classical French writers have analyzed the problem in light of the example, offered by Cicero, of a grain merchant from Alexandria who arrived at Rhodes in a time of great scarcity of foodstuffs, with a cargo of grain and having passed on his way other vessels with similar cargoes which had already sailed from Alexandria for Rhodes.\textsuperscript{331} Cicero raised the question whether the merchant was bound in conscience to disclose that fact to his buyers or, if not so bound, whether he was then free to remain silent and sell his grain for the very high price that a seller's market allows. Unhesitantly, Cicero answered that the merchant was bound to disclose. Strangely enough, the great writers of the Natural Law School expressed a contrary view, asserting that the merchant should be allowed to benefit from his diligence since, after all, he arrived first.\textsuperscript{332} Pothier, after paraphrasing the opinion of those writers, concludes that the \textit{equite} involved in every commutative contract forbids either party to take unfair advantage of the other, as each party is supposed to receive the equivalent of what he gives. Thus, neither should a seller be allowed to conceal information concerning events that would cause the price of the contractual object to come down, nor should a purchaser be allowed to conceal information concerning events that would cause the price to go up.\textsuperscript{333}

It is noteworthy that, in a case that originated in Louisiana, the United States Supreme Court had an opportunity to look into the problem.\textsuperscript{334} In that case, a New Orleans merchant learned that a treaty had been signed as a result of which a blockade would be lifted, thereby causing the price of tobacco to go up. Without disclosing that information he bought a large quantity of tobacco, which the seller refused to deliver when the information was made public. The buyer sued for damages and the trial court directed a verdict in his favor. The United States Supreme Court remanded the case, but, in a famous dictum, Justice Marshall said that a purchaser of goods is not bound to communicate to the seller information concerning extrinsic circumstances which might influence the price of the commodity and which is exclusively within the knowledge of the purchaser, especially when the means of acquiring such information are equally accessible to both parties, although each party
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must take care not to say or do anything tending to impose upon the other.\textsuperscript{335} The attorney for the plaintiff had quoted extensively from Pothier in his brief, not only from the passage where the great writer expounded his conclusion, but also from those in which he analyzed the views of the natural law scholars, which no doubt allowed Justice Marshall a choice of doctrinal opinions.\textsuperscript{336} Be that as it may, and in spite of criticism, Marshall's view is now regarded as an accurate statement of the law, which would seem to mean that good faith does not demand that a party disclose information that he can use to his advantage, provided he does not mislead the other party.\textsuperscript{337}

\textit{Relation of Confidence Between the Parties}

An exception must be made to the above-discussed conclusion when the parties to a transaction are bound by a relation of confidence that inclines one of them to rely on the other, even uncritically.\textsuperscript{338} That kind of relation exists, for example, between the member of a profession and his client, or patient, and also between family members. Thus, Louisiana courts have found that attorneys are under a duty to disclose all relevant information even when they engage with their clients in dealings of a private nature.\textsuperscript{339} The confidence that must exist in the relation between spouses imposes upon a husband the duty to disclose the existence of a retirement fund to his wife.\textsuperscript{340} Louisiana courts have found, also, that a relation of confidence exists between the officers of a succession and the heirs, so that when such officers seek to acquire an heir's share of certain property of the succession they are under a duty to disclose to that heir the higher price a third person has offered.\textsuperscript{341} Similarly, the confidence that must exist between employer and employee imposes upon the latter a duty to disclose that a certain insurance policy is subject to limitations.\textsuperscript{342} In all such cases, a violation of the duty to disclose renders the reticence either fraudulent or negligent.

\textit{Nature of the Parties and Nature of the Contract}

Another exception is made in view of the particular nature of a party or of a contract. Thus, the manifest frailty of a person of advanced
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age should put the other party on notice that such a person may not be able to exercise the diligence necessary to inform himself concerning all the circumstances of the contract, so, in such a case, the other party is under a duty to inform the elderly person on the nature and consequences of the instruments to be signed.\textsuperscript{343} Similarly, when additional terms are introduced into a contract, terms that either bind one party to accessory obligations or give to one party a special advantage, thereby modifying the nature of the contract, the party who benefits from the accessory obligation or from the advantage has a duty to inform the other concerning the full import of those terms.\textsuperscript{344}

\textit{Towards a Precontractual Obligation to Inform}

For some time now, and based on an attempt at generalizing the conclusions of some French decisions, continental doctrine has been involved in increasing the scope of a person’s duty to disclose, or to furnish the party with whom he is contracting all information that may be relevant to the contract. As a result, the existence of an\textit{ obligation de renseignements}, or obligation to inform, is now asserted.\textsuperscript{345} It is said that a person’s right to shroud in silence his knowledge of certain circumstances that, if known to the other party, might dissuade the latter from entering the contract, is a remnant of the individualism prevailing in the nineteenth century, and that the social, economic and political changes that took place in the twentieth century call for change also in the criteria with which the honesty and sincerity of contracting parties ought to be judged.\textsuperscript{346}

Indeed, it cannot be denied that considerable expansion of the duty to disclose has already been effected through enactments aimed at preventing abuse in contracts of adhesion, through important legislative initiatives that provide legal means of consumer protection, and through special legislation that imposes a duty to disclose, very wide in scope, on the parties to certain legal transactions, and on parties who address the public at large through mass media of communication.\textsuperscript{347} The public policies underlying those developments are viewed as reflective of a trend toward a greater moralization of contract law.\textsuperscript{348}
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It is not asserted, however, that such obligation to inform exists in every case without more. On the contrary, whether a party was bound by that obligation at the moment a contract was entered into should be a conclusion to be reached after a careful examination of a number of circumstances, such as the kind of information in possession of the obligor of that obligation, the ignorance vel non of such information by the obligee, whether the obligee had a duty to obtain that information by himself and, in that case, whether he could have gained access to the means to obtain it. Great emphasis is placed on subjective and objective aspects of the parties themselves and their respective positions. The obligation to inform is enhanced for professional persons, which includes not only members of the learned professions, but also those whose business activity requires the making of a large number of contracts, as is the case with professional sellers.

As created by doctrine, the obligation to inform is a cluster of principles taken from redhibition, error and fraud. It is not yet clear, however, whether the obligation de renseignements is an addition to the doctrine of vices of consent, primarily as an aspect of dol or fraud, or whether the remedy for the violation of that obligation, when it is found that a person was so bound, should be borrowed from the general theory of quasi-delict, or tort. In other words, it is not clear whether, in such a case, redress for breach is contractual in nature, or quasi-delictual, or perhaps a combination of both. It should be noted that the source of redress is not a matter of mere academic value, since the kind of redress to be granted, rescission or just damages, depends on a proper classification of the obligation de renseignement.

It is not clear, either, whether the information which is the object of that obligation comprises only circumstances that are extrinsic to the contractual object, or circumstances that are both extrinsic and intrinsic.

Be that as it may, that interesting doctrinal development, when contrasted with a well-known dictum by an American court, gives rise to a question whether the law has reached the point of imposing an idealistic standard of behavior upon the frailties of human nature.
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that question were rephrased, replacing the term "idealistic" with "higher standard of good faith," then an affirmative answer would be consistent with the expansion of the obligation of good faith effected by the Louisiana Civil Code, which expansion is wide enough to cover precontractual stages.\textsuperscript{356}

\textit{The Economic Value of Scientific or Technical Information}

Nevertheless, it is not denied that oftentimes scientific or technical information that concerns a particular quality of a contractual object, or a circumstance extrinsic to that object, is the result of research done with great expense and effort.\textsuperscript{357} Scientific knowledge and technological advancement thus obtained contribute significantly to the improvement of the quality of life of the people at large and should therefore be encouraged. If no reward were allowed to those who make the effort and defray the expense of gathering information of that kind, scientific research, technological invention, and exploration of new fields of endeavor would be discouraged, which would have negative consequences for the welfare of the people at large. A way to reward those who make such efforts is to allow them to reap the immediate benefits from them. Thus, if a person acquires knowledge of the hidden potential of a thing and, without disclosing that knowledge, buys the thing for a price less than the one the seller would command if he also had such knowledge, to say that the involved nondisclosure is fraudulent would be a harsh and impractical conclusion.\textsuperscript{358} It has been said that the possessor of socially useful information obtained through deliberate and costly research or inquiry has a right to deal with others without disclosing that information, because such right is actually a property right.\textsuperscript{359}

A distinction should be made, in sum, between information acquired with effort and difficulty and information acquired only casually. The trend of the law is to find that no duty is breached when the former is not disclosed, and to look with diffidence upon the nondisclosure of
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the latter. Some Louisiana decisions offer support for those conclusions.

Information, Silence, Bad Faith, and Fraud

If silence does not constitute fraudulent reticence when the nondisclosed information has been acquired through deliberate and costly efforts, the conclusion seems compelling that the law allows a certain margin of bad faith. Indeed, it cannot be denied that the party who in such circumstances remains silent and fails to disclose information that he knows the other party would be eager to learn, though committing no wrong, is not acting in good faith. That allows a distinction between fraud and bad faith, a distinction the result of which is that the former is never condoned while the latter may be tolerated in certain circumstances.

Though that distinction meets the approval of commentators who take a pragmatic approach to the law, it has been resisted by scholars who advocate a greater moralization of legal principles. As viewed by the latter scholars, since bad faith must be understood as the opposite of good faith and good faith consists of a certain harmony between action and intention, which calls for sincerity in informing, and cooperating with, the other party, to withhold information in order to obtain an advantage makes the advantage thus obtained unfair, and also arguably makes the withholding party guilty of fraud.

The conflict between the need to protect the stability of transactions and the security of commerce, on the one hand, and the need to protect individual interests on the other, is quite manifest in the opposing ideas outlined above. It is noteworthy that such debate does not concern
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The matter is far from settled, and a choice between the opposing trends of opinion cannot be easily made without exploration in depth of some problems of legal philosophy. On the other hand, the wealth and variation of legal experience is so great that perhaps just one answer may never be satisfactory. Indeed, a contract between two neighbors may call for one solution, while a contract between a consumer and a retailer, or a retailer and a manufacturer, may call for another, and a solution that may befit a contract between a farmer and an oil company may not be appropriate to a contract between two powerful corporations.

In sum, the nature of the parties, the nature of the contract, the kind of information involved and the particular circumstances that surround a case are to be taken very especially into account any time the settling of a dispute must tread upon the flimsy borderline between bad faith and fraud, a borderline which may very well defy generalization.

The Need for Different Solutions

The preceding discussion shows that a conflict exists between the need to reward the finding of socially useful information in order to encourage costly research, and the need to promote fair dealing in legal transactions. When the advantage a party derives from permissible non-disclosure is excessive because the uninformed other party gave something of great value for a mere pittance, the feeling of justice is offended. Perhaps the traditional solutions so far offered by the law, either rescission on grounds of fraudulent reticence or upholding of the contract for lawful nondisclosure, are no longer satisfactory and other possible solutions should be explored.

A recent French decision is worthy of comment in that context. A congregation of nuns made a lump sale of the contents of a barn to a dealer in second-hand objects. Among the things found in the barn was an old painting which the dealer sold to a young artist for a small sum. After patient restoration, the artist was inclined to believe that the painting could have artistic significance, and, through extensive research in Italy, he was able to establish that it was the work of a prominent renaissance


master, a finding on the basis of which the artist sold the painting to the French government for the Louvre Museum for several million francs. Upon learning of the great value of the painting, the congregation brought action in an attempt to annul the series of transactions that led the painting from the barn to the Louvre, on grounds that the congregation had never intended to sell such a painting. The court dismissed the action brought by the congregation and also the artist's reconvention for moral damages. In an interesting dictum, however, the court expressed the view that, had the action been brought on more solid grounds that would have allowed rescission, then there should be no doubt that the artist would be entitled to recover for the value of his discovery. Commenting on that dictum, one writer has suggested that a basis for the artist's recovery could be found in the concept of management of another's affairs. In Louisiana, an alternative ground for such recovery could be found through a flexible interpretation of the new provisions on error.

In sum, so long as no special legislation is enacted in order to address that problem, solutions can be searched for in the principles of the basic private law, and can be found when those principles are interpreted in light of the need of always achieving justice contractuelle—contractual justice.

**THE ERROR INDUCED BY FRAUD**

**Fraud and Cause**

In order to vitiate consent, the error induced by fraud need not concern the cause of the obligation assumed by the party against whom the fraud is perpetrated. That error, in other words, does not have to fall on the reason why that party consented to obligate himself, but it must concern a circumstance that has substantially influenced the consent of that party. That is so because in the case of fraud the victim is innocent of the error into which he is induced and, since fraus omnia corrumpit—fraud corrupts whatever it touches—the dishonesty involved in fraud simply cannot be condoned.
VICES OF CONSENT

A significant difference between error and fraud as vices of consent is thereby established. For example, the installation of a sign-bearing pole on certain premises might not be the paramount reason why a tenant consented to a contract of lease of the premises, that is, it might not be the cause why he consented to bind himself, and in such a case a simple error that he made as to the existence of such pole would not be sufficient to invalidate the contract, but if the lessor misrepresented the installation of the pole, the error into which the tenant was induced thereby would become an integral part of the fraud perpetrated against him, and he could obtain rescission on that ground, as it can be readily understood that the availability of such a pole, though not a decisive reason, could be a circumstance of sufficient importance to influence a party's consent in a substantial manner. On the other hand, a misrepresentation, though fraudulently made, is not sufficient to constitute fraud if it does not influence at all the consent of the party alleging fraud. Thus, to continue with the same kind of example, if a lessor represented to a prospective tenant that another person had already leased another part of the property, and that was not true, the tenant would not be able to avail himself of fraud as a way out of the contract if it was clear that the quality, or the existence, of other tenants was immaterial, or indifferent, to him. That is so because in such a case the fraud does not succeed, and if the law were to repress even innocuous dishonesty it would be too easy for disappointed contracting parties to turn themselves into alleged victims of fraud in order to obtain rescission, which would greatly affect the stability of transactions.

In French law a distinction is made between dol principal, or material fraud, and dol incident, or incidental fraud. The former is a fraud that decisively influences the consent of the victim, while the latter does not so influence the victim's consent but only induces him to accept terms more onerous than he would have accepted were it not for the fraud. Dol principal is a ground for rescission, while dol incident gives the victim an action to obtain a reduction of his performance by way of damages. The distinction is criticized in French doctrine, in the first place, because of the difficulties involved in ascertaining the degree to which fraud has influenced a party's consent and, in the second, because even when the dol is principal the victim may prefer to recover damages rather than seeking rescission of the contract.
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The French distinction has not been universally followed, though some other civilian systems expressly provide different effects for material and incidental fraud. Louisiana law makes no distinction between material and incidental fraud, although it is not ruled out that a party claiming to have been the victim of fraud may seek only damages, rather than rescission, a solution expressly provided by the Louisiana Civil Code for the case of redhibitory vices. Moreover, the great discretion Louisiana courts enjoy for the granting of relief may allow them to award only damages to a party who seeks rescission on grounds of fraud when such an award is a reasonable manner of protecting the interest of that party under the circumstances.

Louisiana courts have asserted on several occasions that the error induced by fraud need not concern the cause of the obligation.

**Persuasive Expressions Not Regarded as Fraud**

In the course of negotiating a transaction persons may indulge in expressions that deliberately exaggerate the quality of a thing, for example, or the reasonableness of a named price, or the uniqueness of a proposed bargain. Through a centuries-old tradition that has its roots in the Roman tolerance of the *dolus bonus*, such expressions are not regarded as the reflection of a fraudulent intent. Indeed, a seller who says to a prospective buyer, “This is the best thing you can get for your money,” or “Nobody will sell this thing for less,” though he knows that what he says is not true, does not say it with the intention to deceive the other person, but rather to persuade him to buy. If such a seller’s conviction is that he is offering a reasonable deal, he then lacks the intention either to derive an unfair advantage for himself or to inflict a detriment to the other person, which shows the absence of the intentional element that defines fraud. Louisiana courts call such expressions “sales talk,” or “puffing,” which at most could be taken as an innocuous opinion and not as a declaration of quality.

In sum, expressions of that kind are not intended to induce the listener into error. If an error results, the alleged victim has only his own gullibility or naïveté to blame. Expressions utilized in contemporary
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advertising practices through mass media are treated in the same way.  

The Diligence of the Complaining Party

Closely related to the matter just discussed is the subject of the diligence a party is expected to use in the protection of his own interest, even when fraud, or attempted fraud, is involved. Thus, fraud does not vitiate consent when the party against whom it has been directed could have ascertained the truth without difficulty, inconvenience, or special skill. Many times, indeed, a fraudulent misrepresentation can be easily uncovered just by looking elsewhere or asking for another opinion, which can be accomplished with the minimum of diligence expected from a reasonable person. Other times, however, an inquiry into the truth of a representation may require the individual examination of a large number of items that are to be acquired in bulk, which presents a difficulty, or the taking of a trip, which creates an inconvenience, or familiarity with peculiar technicalities, which calls for a special skill. When such is the case, it can be said that the person against whom fraud is directed does not have at hand the means of finding out the truth and therefore cannot be blamed for lack of diligence.

Louisiana courts have asserted that when the means of gaining knowledge are equally available to both parties and the contractual object is open for their inspection, the party who does not avail himself of those means and opportunities will not be heard to say that he was deceived by the misrepresentations of the other. Subjective aspects such as a party’s business experience or professional capacity must be taken into account. Thus, a person inexperienced in transactions of a certain kind will be regarded as more vulnerable to the fraudulent intent of another than an experienced party. For greater reasons, when the alleged victim of a misrepresentation took action to verify the information he received from the other party he could not claim fraud, as it was clear that he had relied on his own findings, perhaps mistakenly, rather than on the other party’s assertions.

Relation of Confidence

A party’s lack of diligence in ascertaining the truth of an assertion made to him by another is justified when a relation of confidence exists between such parties so that one of them is inclined to rely on the
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judgement or statements of the other. Fraud vitiates consent in such a case even if the victim took no steps whatsoever to ascertain the truth by himself, or merely made no room for any doubt in his mind. An article of the Louisiana Civil Code contemplates such situation expressly. 391 That kind of confidence may result not only from a long or stable relation between the parties but also from an occasional or even accidental one. The relation between spouses is an example of the former. 392 The relation established at a first appointment between a professional and his client is an example of the latter. Thus, if in order to have a diamond appraised a person calls for the first time on a jeweler, who makes a deliberately low appraisal thinking that he might be able to buy the diamond for the low sum he has named, the jeweler thereby betrays the confidence he has invited as a professional appraiser, and his low valuation constitutes fraud. 393 A different result would obtain if the person had simply asked the jeweler to name a price for which he would buy the diamond, and the person had then sold the diamond to the jeweler for that price. 394

FRAUD BY A THIRD PERSON

Not a Ground For Rescission

Fraud is a ground for rescission when committed by one party to a contract against the other. It is not such a ground when the fraud is perpetrated by a third person. 395 That marks a difference between fraud and duress, as the latter may be invoked as a cause for nullity regardless of whether it has been exerted by a party to the contract or by a third person. 396 The reasons to regard fraud by a third person in such a way are historical. At Roman law fraud was considered a delict rather than a vice of consent and gave rise to an action that, because it was criminal in nature, could be brought only against the perpetrator and not against another person even if the latter had benefitted from the fraud. 397 That approach should have been abandoned when modern law turned fraud into a vice of consent, but it was not, perhaps because of the weight of tradition. 398
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As a result of those historical reasons, in French law the contract is upheld when one of the parties has been the victim of fraud perpetrated by a third person. That conclusion is further justified by asserting, on the one hand, that a contrary solution would be unfair to the other party who is innocent of the fraud, and, on the other hand, that the victimized party may always recover damages in quasi-delict from the perpetrator. Such assertions have been criticized, however, because, regardless of who perpetrates it, the victim of fraud is induced into an error that vitiates his consent, and a vice of consent is as much of an obstacle to the validity of a contract when it results from the agency of a third person as when it results from the agency of the other party.

Exceptions

French law recognizes several exceptions to the principle discussed above. First, the fraud committed by a mandatary in exercise of the mandate is regarded as fraud committed by the principal by virtue of the rules governing representation. Therefore, when a party to a contract is represented by another, the fraud of the latter is regarded as the fraud of the former and not as the fraud of a third person.

The general principle concerning fraud by a third person does not obtain either when the contracting party who benefits from the fraud is actually an accomplice of the perpetrator, which is probably the most frequent case since, in a contract-making context, a third person who designs a fraudulent scheme normally does so in connivance with a party to the contract. In all such cases rescission may be sought against that contracting party.

The French jurisprudence has recognized another exception for the case of donations, which may be annulled because of fraud perpetrated by a third person. That conclusion is justified by the peculiar nature of the contract of donation where the cause is a spirit of liberality, since freedom of the will is of the essence of liberalities. On the other hand, a donee, who stands to lose only a benefit for which he gave nothing in return, is less affected by a nullity than a party who has entered an onerous contract.

---

399. Id. at 216.
400. See J. Ghestin, supra note 345, at 477-78.
401. See decision rendered by the Cour de cassation on Nov. 20, 1905, reported in S. 1906.1.124. See also La. Civ. Code art. 3021.
402. A. Weill et F. Terré, supra note 2, at 216.
403. Id. at 216-17.
404. Id. at 217.
405. Id.
The Louisiana Rule

In Louisiana, fraud committed by a third person vitiates the consent of a contracting party if the other party knew or should have known of the fraud.\(^{406}\) Under this rule, knowledge of the fraud by the party who benefits from it amounts to the complicity that, under French law, makes a party to a contract liable for the fraud of a third person.\(^{407}\) On the other hand, when fraud has been perpetrated by a third person without the knowledge of the party who benefits from it, the other party, the victim of the fraud, that is, is still bound.\(^{408}\) When such is the case, however, although the contract may not be attacked on grounds of fraud, relief may nevertheless be obtained in Louisiana on grounds of error, provided the requirements for the granting of such relief are present.\(^{409}\)

Fraud by a third person vitiates a party's consent not only when the other party actually knew of the fraud, but also when that party should have known of it.\(^{410}\) That rule contemplates situations where circumstances demand that a party exercise a special, or higher, standard of diligence for the purpose of keeping himself informed of certain facts. Thus, in a Louisiana case where husband and wife were both officers of a corporation and a document was forged through the agency of the wife, the court granted rescission of a contract to secure financing made on the basis of that document because the husband, who was the president of the corporation, could not have ignored, or should have known, the part his wife played in the forgery.\(^{411}\)

Liability of the Third Person

A third person whose fraud vitiates the consent of a party to a contract is liable in quasi-delict.\(^{412}\) That is so when the contract is upheld because the other party did not know of the fraud, and also when the contract is annulled because the other party knew or should have known of the fraud, and even when the contract, though upheld, gives rise to

---

\(^{407}\) See supra p. 71.
\(^{408}\) See La. Civ. Code art. 1956 comment (b).
\(^{412}\) See A. Weill et F. Terré, supra note 2, at 217. See also La. Civ. Code art. 1847(9) (1870).
VICES OF CONSENT

PROOF OF FRAUD

Different Jurisprudential Trends

Earlier Louisiana law provided that fraud, like every other fact, must be proved by the party who alleges it, but it may be proved by simple presumptions or by legal presumptions, as well as by other evidence, since the maxim that fraud is not to be presumed means no more than that it is not to be imputed without legal evidence. Nevertheless, Louisiana courts have asserted at times that a party who alleges ill faith is bound to the strictest proof. They have further asserted that the charge of fraud is a most serious one and that the maxim of law is that fraud is never to be imputed to anyone except upon legal and convincing evidence. Some decisions have expressed that the law requires exceptionally strong proof to sustain a charge of fraud. Others have said that proof of fraud must be stronger than a mere preponderance of the evidence.

That jurisprudential trend has been contradicted in other decisions asserting that because of the inherent difficulty of establishing fraud by direct evidence an inference of fraud may be drawn from the existence of highly suspicious conditions or events. In some cases even circumstantial evidence was found sufficient.

The same ambivalence can be noticed at common law, where some decisions require proof that is clear and satisfactory to an extent in

---

413. See Rabai v. First Nat'l Bank of Gonzales, 492 So. 2d 90 (La. App. 1st Cir.), writ denied, 496 So. 2d 354 (1986), where the court ruled that the other party and the third person are solidarily liable; see also La. Civ. Code arts. 2541 and 2543. See also Turner v. Willow Tree Townhomes Partnership, 533 So. 2d 107, 108 (La. App. 4th Cir. 1988), writ denied, 535 So. 2d 743 (1989), where the court enhances the quasi-delictual nature of the liability of a third person whose misrepresentation induces a party to enter into a contract with another.


415. Fort v. Metayer, 10 Mart. (o.s.) 436, 439 (La. 1821).


419. Chrysler Credit Corp. v. Henry, 221 So. 2d 529, 532 (La. App. 4th Cir. 1969); George A. Broas Co. v. Hibernia Homestead & Sav. Assoc., 134 So. 2d 356, 360 (La. App. 4th Cir. 1961); Griffing v. Atkins, 1 So. 2d 445 (La. App. 1st Cir. 1941).

proportion to the seriousness of the fraud charged.421 Other decisions have required that fraud be proved beyond a reasonable doubt.422 Nevertheless, many common-law courts have criticized decisions requiring a burden of proof greater than a preponderance of the evidence.423 Early authorities asserted that fraud might be established by less than a preponderance of the evidence at equity.424 According to one commentator, while fraud is not to be presumed, a court of equity will act on a lower degree of proof than that which would be required in a court of law.425 More recently, exercising concurrent law and equity jurisdiction, courts have sometimes required more proof than a mere preponderance of the evidence.426

The Reason for the Ambivalence

At common law, at least, the reason for ambivalence in the jurisprudence may lie in the fact that "fraud" is a generic term that alludes to more than one actionable wrong.427 Fraud may become important either for the purpose of giving the defrauded person the right to sue for damages in an action for deceit or for the purpose of enabling him to rescind the contract.428 It has been said that the distinction between a claim for damages for intentional deceit and a claim for rescission is well-defined.429 Deceit is a tort action, and it requires a certain degree of culpability on the part of the one who misrepresents a fact. Thus, a party who brings an action of deceit based on fraud has the burden of proving that the defendant knew that the statements he made were false and that he intended to deceive the plaintiff.430 In other words, the intentional element known as scienter must be very clearly proved.431 On the other hand, a party who has been induced by fraud to enter into a contract may elect to rescind the contract in order to recover what he paid under it. In such an action based on contract scienter has never

424. Warner v. Daniels, 1 F. Cas. 90 (1845) (No. 17181). See also Sullivan v. Murphy, 212 Iowa 159, 232 N.W. 267 (1930).
425. J. Smith, Equity Jurisprudence No. 107 (2d ed. 1878).
431. Id. at 741.
had the same force as in tort, very probably because of the equitable character of rescission.\textsuperscript{432}

The vulnerability to common law influence of the Louisiana legal system may explain the jurisprudential ambivalence where the proof of fraud is concerned. Indeed, the criminal overtones of fraud are well- reflected in those Louisiana decisions asserting that fraud should be proven to that degree of certainty which warrants the conviction of a person who is charged with the commission of a crime, that is, beyond a reasonable doubt.\textsuperscript{433}

\textit{The Louisiana Civil Code}

According to the Louisiana Civil Code, fraud need only be proved by a preponderance of the evidence and may be established by circumstantial evidence.\textsuperscript{434} That rule leaves no room for ambivalence. In its light, any conclusion that fraud requires exceptionally strong and clear proof is deprived of foundation.\textsuperscript{435} That is so because, as occasionally recognized by courts, it is extremely difficult for the victim of fraud to prove it by positive and direct testimony, since those who perpetrate fraud generally prepare themselves in such a manner as to cover up and leave no traces of their practice behind them.\textsuperscript{436}

Concerning the pleading of fraud, the Louisiana Code of Civil Procedure provides that the circumstances constituting fraud, like those constituting error, shall be alleged with particularity, while malice, intent, knowledge, and other conditions of mind of a person may be alleged generally, a procedural rule by all means consistent with the substantive one on proof of fraud contained in the Civil Code.\textsuperscript{437}

\section*{Remedies}

\textit{Rescission}

A party who has been enticed into a contract through fraud perpetrated by the other party may obtain rescission of that contract.\textsuperscript{438} In

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{432} Halpert v. Rosenthal, 267 A.2d 730, 734-35 (R.I. 1970).
  \item \textsuperscript{434} La. Civ. Code art. 1957.
  \item \textsuperscript{436} See Griffing v. Atkins, 1 So. 2d 445, 450 (La. App. 1st Cir. 1941). See also Bank of Coushatta v. Patrick, 503 So. 2d 1061, 1068 (La. App. 2d Cir.), writ denied, 506 So. 2d 1231 (1987).
  \item \textsuperscript{437} See La. Code Civ. P. art. 856; Levatino v. Levatino, 506 So. 2d 858, 862-63 (La. App. 1st Cir. 1987).
  \item \textsuperscript{438} La. Civ. Code art. 1958.
\end{itemize}
granting rescission the court declares such contract null because it lacks one of the requirements for its formation, namely, consent free from vice.\textsuperscript{439} The nullity in such a case is only relative as the contract was made in violation of a rule intended for the protection of private parties.\textsuperscript{440} As a consequence, rescission may be sought only by the party for whose interest the ground for nullity was established, namely, the victim of the fraud, who is free not to seek rescission if he prefers that the contract be carried out, and to limit himself to seeking reparation of whatever damage he might have sustained because of the fraud.\textsuperscript{441}

If rescission is granted, however, the parties are restored to the situation that existed before the contract was made, and the victim of the fraud may thereby recover whatever performance he rendered under the contract.\textsuperscript{442}

It is noteworthy that, in some instances, a refusal, rather than a granting, of rescission is the best way of protecting the victim of fraud, as when the nullity of a contract is sought by a minor who misrepresented his age by fraudulent means.\textsuperscript{443}

\textbf{Damages}

The victim of fraud may recover damages from the perpetrator.\textsuperscript{444} In some instances protection of the victim’s interest is sufficiently accomplished by the rescission of the contract, but if he has suffered any damages occasioned by the contract, such as expenses or loss of opportunity to make other transactions, he may recover such damages from the perpetrator of the fraud.\textsuperscript{445} Recovery in such a case is governed by the general provisions on damages.\textsuperscript{446}

The party victimized by fraud may obtain rescission and damages, or, if he so chooses, only damages, when the fraud has been perpetrated by the other party to the contract. When the fraud has been perpetrated by a third person the victim is limited to recovering only damages from that person.\textsuperscript{447}

\begin{thebibliography}{99}
\bibitem{439}La. Civ. Code art. 2029.
\bibitem{440}La. Civ. Code art. 2031.
\bibitem{441}See supra p. 36. See also A. Weill et F. Terré, supra note 2, at 215, 218.
\bibitem{442}La. Civ. Code art. 2033.
\bibitem{443}See A. Weill et F. Terré, supra note 2, at 218. See also supra p. 56.
\bibitem{445}See 1 R. Demogue, supra note 7, at 582; 6 M. Planiol et G. Ripert, supra note 27, at 250. See also Smith v. Everett, 291 So. 2d 835 (La. App. 4th Cir. 1974).
\bibitem{446}See La. Civ. Code art. 1958 comment (b).
\bibitem{447}See supra p. 72. See also La. Civ. Code art. 1958 comment (c).
\end{thebibliography}
Attorney Fees

The pertinent rule asserts that the party against whom rescission is granted is liable not only for damages but also for attorney fees. That is one of the instances where the law allows that kind of recovery—the general principle is that attorney fees are recoverable only when the law so provides or where the parties have so agreed. In a closely related situation, when a seller fails to disclose to the buyer that the thing sold has a hidden defect, attorney fees are recoverable by the buyer also by express provision of the law.

The question may be raised whether a party who was enticed into a contract through the fraud of the other party may recover attorney fees if he chooses not to seek rescission but only damages. Through analogy to the closely related situation already mentioned, and further alluded to below, the answer should be affirmative, unless the circumstances are such that the court in its discretion finds that the action is based only on quasi-delict, since there is no general rule allowing recovery of attorney fees in quasi-delictual actions.

Judicial Discretion

Another question that may be relevant in this context is whether, upon action for rescission on grounds of fraud brought by the victim, the court may refuse that remedy to the plaintiff and grant him only damages. In French law the answer is negative because, as it is asserted, the choice should be the victim's and not the court's, though it is not denied that the court may refuse the rescission sought if the plaintiff fails to prove fraud. In Louisiana, the Civil Code suggests a different answer. Indeed, for the case where a seller has declared that the thing he sells has a quality that he knows it does not have, one article subjects the seller's declaration to the rules of fraud and provides that either rescission of the contract or reduction of the price may be granted to the buyer according to the circumstances. A related article further

451. Under La. Civ. Code art. 2545, in case of concealment of a defect by a seller who knows of it, the buyer may be granted a reduction of the price by way of damages, rather than rescission, and also attorney fees; see Abercrombie v. V.P. Pierret Realty & Construction Co., Inc., 532 So. 2d 212 (La. App. 3d Cir. 1988); Harper v. Coleman Chrysler-Plymouth-Dodge, Inc., 510 So. 2d 1366 (La. App. 3d Cir. 1987). Under La. Civ. Code art. 2547, reduction of the price rather than rescission may take place even in case of misrepresentation by a seller. In both instances, however, the action is based on contract.
452. See 6 M. Planiol et G. Ripert, supra note 27, at 249.
provides that in an action for rescission brought by a buyer on account of a hidden defect the court may grant a mere reduction of the price. If that is so in one instance of fraud, such an approach could be generalized in order to reach the same conclusion in other situations where a court feels that a defendant's conduct, though it may be seen as fraudulent, is not reprehensible enough to warrant rescission of the contract and that the interest of the other party is sufficiently protected by an award of damages.

Fraud and Quasi-Delict

The notion of fraud is permeated by delictual overtones. As an act of a party that causes damage to another, fraud is comprised in the general principle of quasi-delictual liability. That is why the party against whom fraud is perpetrated is given the choice of suing in contract in order to obtain rescission and damages, if any, or suing on grounds of the quasi-delict in order to obtain just damages while the contract is allowed to subsist. That theoretical conclusion is confirmed in the jurisprudence of Louisiana and France. Moreover, as a quasi-delict, fraud does not require an intentional element, as mere negligence suffices to give rise to liability.

Because of a basic procedural rule under which a final judgment must grant the relief to which the party in whose favor it is rendered is entitled, even if the party has not demanded such relief, a Louisiana court will oftentimes orient a decision in a contractual or quasi-delictual direction according to the circumstances of a particular case. Nevertheless, a court should not impose the nullity of a contract on grounds

457. See Haggerty v. March, 480 So. 2d 1064 (La. App. 5th Cir. 1985); Bunkie Bank & Trust Co. v. Johnston, 385 So. 2d 1264 (La. App. 3d Cir. 1980). In McDonald v. Menutis, 417 So. 2d 1 (La. App. 4th Cir. 1982), the court clearly asserted that a decision rendered upon a quasi-delictual action brought on grounds of fraud did not constitute res judicata, that would prevent bringing a subsequent action based on contract. See also decision by the Cour de cassation rendered on February 4, 1975, reported in J.C.P. 1975.II.18100, and decision by the Cour de cassation rendered on March 14, 1972, reported in D.1972.653, with a comment by Ghestin.
of fraud on a party who does not seek it, because such a nullity is only relative.\textsuperscript{460}

Concerning prescription, in spite of some debate in French law, the conclusion should obtain that each of these two types of action is subject to its own prescriptive period.\textsuperscript{461}

**Fraud and Error**

*Apparent Duplication*

As vices of consent fraud and error are so intertwined that the question is warranted whether the law in its conception of fraud indulges in a duplication of that which actually is a single ground for nullity, namely, error, whether spontaneous or induced by a scheme.\textsuperscript{462} The alleged duplication is only apparent, however, and its relevance would be only theoretical. From a practical vantage point, fraud and error are clearly distinguishable, to wit:

**Proof**

Where proof is concerned, the success of an action for nullity on grounds of error requires that the plaintiff overcome the difficulty of proving the psychological fact of error through presumptions and indicia furnished by the elements of the actual or presumed cause of his obligation, while in order to succeed in an action for nullity on grounds of fraud the required proof is less burdensome to produce as it does not so much revolve around the error itself but around the ways in which it was induced or provoked, which points in the direction of objective facts that can be shown without great difficulty.\textsuperscript{463}

**Application**

Concerning the application of one or the other doctrine to a particular set of facts, it is noteworthy that fraud prevails as a ground for nullity even in those situations where the resulting error is not of the kind that would lead to nullity by itself, as in the case of error that concerns the value of a thing, because the error induced by fraud need not concern the cause of the obligation in order to vitiate consent.\textsuperscript{464} That is so


\textsuperscript{461} See J. Ghestin, supra note 345, at 481-82. See La. Civ. Code arts. 2032 and 3492.

\textsuperscript{462} See supra p. 32. See also A. Weill et F. Terré, supra note 2, at 209.

\textsuperscript{463} Id.

\textsuperscript{464} See supra p. 66-68. See also La. Civ. Code art. 1955.
because the remedies for fraud are granted for reasons of a nature different from those that underlie the granting of remedies for simple or spontaneous error. Indeed, though a vice of consent, fraud undermines social mores, violates basic notions of fair dealing and loyalty, and may even constitute a criminal act. Greater rigor is justified, then, in not condoning fraud.465

Remedy

In most instances the remedies for fraud are more effective than the remedies for simple error. Since fraud involves a fault of the perpetrator, the victim may recover for the residual damage resulting from the fraud which is not repaired by the rescission alone.466 Though the same kind of reparation may be obtained in cases of simple error, it is beyond doubt that damages are more readily and more frequently allowed where fraud is concerned because of the unquestionable presence of fault in such cases.467

THE REVISION

Clarification and Simplification

Following its French model, the Louisiana Digest of 1808 contained just one article on fraud, which stated that fraud vitiates consent only when the artifice is such that without it the other party would not have contracted.468 In the revision of 1825 three articles were substituted for the earlier one.469 The first of those articles contained no less than twelve sections, many of which consisted of doctrinal statements.470 The revision enacted in 1984 clarified and simplified the rules contained in those articles, although some changes were introduced in the following areas.

Relation of Confidence

An earlier article of the Louisiana Civil Code provided that a false assertion as to the value of the contractual object does not constitute a fraudulent scheme when the object is of such a nature that the party to whom the assertion was addressed could have detected the falsehood through ordinary attention.471 A revised article generalizes that principle

466. See supra p. 43.
468. See Louisiana Digest of 1808 art. 16, at 262.
469. See 3 Louisiana Legal Archives Part II 1020-25 (1942).
so as to cover false assertions of circumstances other than value or quality of the contractual object. That generalization had already been effected by the Louisiana jurisprudence through the proper use of analogy. By way of exception, another revised article provides that such an assertion concerning the value or quality of a thing does constitute fraud when, because of a relation of confidence, the party to whom the assertion is addressed is induced to rely on the other’s representation. That warranted exception had already been contemplated by the Louisiana jurisprudence before it was given legislative formulation.

**Damages and Attorney Fees**

Another revised article states that a party who perpetrates fraud is liable for damages. That liability, though not asserted in general terms in earlier articles, has always been consistent with general principles. Concerning attorney fees, the same revised article provides for all instances of fraud a general rule of recovery that the Louisiana Civil Code previously provided for one instance in particular, since there is no apparent reason to confine the rule to that instance only.

**IV. DURESS**

**General Principles**

**Duress, Fear, and Consent**

Consent is vitiated when it has been obtained by duress of such a nature as to cause a reasonable fear of unjust and considerable injury to a party’s person, property, or reputation. In the case of error, either spontaneous or induced by fraud, a party’s consent is vitiated because he is not informed of the truth, while in the case of duress a party’s consent is vitiated because it is not free, as the term “duress” suggests a constraint exerted upon a party’s will to force him to make a contract,

---

473. See Forsman v. Mace, 111 La. 28, 35 So. 372 (1903); see also Rocchi v. Schwabacher & Hirsch, 33 La. Ann. 1364 (1881).
475. See Griffing v. Atkins, 1 So. 2d 445 (La. App. 1st Cir. 1941).
477. See supra p. 77.
478. See supra p. 78. See also La. Civ. Code art. 2547.
a constraint that usually results from threats of serious injury. It is clear, thus, that the vice of consent is not the duress itself but the fear it provokes, which deprives the victim of his free choice.\textsuperscript{480} Roman law utilized a more realistic terminology when it characterized the vice of consent consisting in lack of freedom as \textit{metus}—fear. The same can be said of the Swiss Code of Obligations, which speaks of \textit{crainte}—fear—rather than duress or violence.\textsuperscript{481} Duress is actually that which causes the vice rather than the vice itself. The terminological aspect is of practical, and not merely academic, importance, since placing the emphasis on the cause rather than the effect could lead to the misconception that the doctrine of duress aims at punishing those who exert constraint upon the will of others, while it actually aims at providing redress, through the nullity of the contract or other juridical act, to those whose will has been imposed upon.\textsuperscript{482}

\textit{Objective Aspect}

A person's will may be coerced by a threat, or menace, of impending evil, such as an injury to be suffered if he refuses to enter a certain transaction, in which case the party will give his consent in order to prevent the feared injury. That is the situation to which French law refers as \textit{violence morale}—psychological duress.\textsuperscript{483} It is noteworthy that in such a case, though coerced, the person gives his consent. As the Roman maxim has it, \textit{coactus voluit sed voluit}—he willed through coercion but he willed all the same. On the other hand, duress may be exerted through violence to a person's body rather than a person's mind, a situation to which French law refers as \textit{violence physique}—physical duress.\textsuperscript{484} Thus, a person's hand may be physically forced to affix a signature, or drugs may be administered to a person so that he will not resist having his hand guided through the affixing of his signature as evidence of his consent to a contract.

It is clear that the nullity resulting from \textit{violence morale} is relative as in the case of all vices of consent. In the case of \textit{violence physique}, however, a question was raised in French doctrine whether that kind of duress should give rise to an absolute nullity, since it is clear that in that kind of situation there is a total absence of the victim's consent rather than a consent that, though vitiated by duress, is still consent. The weight of opinion, however, favors equal treatment for \textit{violence morale} and \textit{violence physique}, that is, the resulting nullity should be

\begin{footnotesize}
\textsuperscript{480} See A. Weill et F. Terré, supra note 2, at 218.
\textsuperscript{481} See Swiss Code of Obligations art. 29 (1905).
\textsuperscript{482} See infra p. 85.
\textsuperscript{483} See A. Weill et F. Terré, supra note 2, at 219.
\textsuperscript{484} Id.
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VICES OF CONSENT

relative regardless of the way in which duress is inflicted. That is also
the Louisiana solution, as the pertinent rules make no distinction.

Besides the manner in which it is effected, in order to be operative
as a vice of consent duress must present two other features among its
objective elements, namely, it must be such as to compel the victim to
give his consent, and it must be unlawful or unjust.

The first of those features cannot be entirely isolated from subjective
considerations, but, in an effort to set aside personality traits of the
victim, it can be said that duress must be such as to cause a reasonable
fear, which should be taken to mean that it must be such as to inspire
fear in a reasonable person. Here modern law departs from Roman law,
which recognized duress only when it inspired a *metus atrox*, or the kind
of fear that would overcome even a person of great courage, in order
to adopt the lesser standard of a fear that would overcome the will of
a reasonable person, a standard that, in spite of a pretense of objectivity,
must always be applied *in concreto*, that is, taking into account the
particular circumstances of the given situation, which include the victim's
personality. Be that as it may, when duress is exerted by means of a
threat, the materialization of the threatened injury must appear as be-
lievable to a reasonable person. Thus, a threat of physical injury to be
caused by battery is effective if made by a party of a size and strength
sufficient to make of resulting injury a real possibility in the mind of
the victim, or if made by a party with the known determination, or lack
of scruple, necessary to engage the assistance of others to carry out the
threatened intention. Such a threat would not be effective if made by
a party whose personal traits were such as to defeat the seriousness of
the announced intention. A threat of unjust legal action would be effective
if made by a person who was sufficiently malicious or one who had the
means at his disposal. It would not be effective if made by a party
whose circumstances made the threat unbelievable or moot.

Duress must also be unlawful or unjust in order to be effective as
a vice of consent. A threat to take lawful action is no doubt a manner
of exerting constraint upon the will of the party to whom the threat is
addressed, but such constraint is lawful if it results from the exercise of
another party's right, or from another party's attempt to protect a
legitimate interest. Such constraint is likewise lawful if exerted for the
purpose of obtaining performance of the threatened party's obligation.
Thus, in situations where a person's will is constrained as the result of

485. See id.
487. See French Civil Code art. 1112 (1804). See also A. Weill et F. Terré, supra note 2, at 220-21.
488. See generally J. Ghestin, supra note 345, at 499-502.
the lawful act of another there is no duress as a vice of consent. In the classical approach, duress, like fraud, has quasi-delictual aspects that must be present for the law to intervene. In the absence of such aspects, as when a person threatens to do what he has a right to do, the other person thus threatened cannot avail himself of a vice of his consent.

Constraint of a party’s will is, however, unlawful when it results from a threat to do an act that, though not per se unlawful, is unrelated to the transaction for which the consent is exacted. Thus if a threat of revealing a person’s adultery is made for the purpose of obtaining that person’s consent to a contract of suretyship, the consent thus obtained is vitiated by duress because there is no connection between the adultery the disclosure of which is threatened and the contract for which consent is exacted.

In many situations, the party whose will is imposed upon incurs an obligation for which the inflicted duress is not the only cause. Thus, as the result of threats, a party may consent to sell his property for a very low price, in which case the obligation he incurs, though prompted by duress as a cause, also has another cause in the price he receives. In such a situation duress may be operative as a vice of consent if it meets the objective and subjective requirements. Duress is always unlawful, however, and therefore effective as a vice of consent when there is no other cause for the obligation imposed upon the victim, as when a person consents to pay a utility bill owed by a former tenant of the premises he occupies because of a threat to discontinue the service made by the utility company.

The threatened injury may be one to be suffered by the victim in his physical entity, such as bodily harm or deprivation of freedom, or may be one to be suffered by the victim in his patrimony, such as destruction of property by fire or vandalism or great financial loss resulting from the prevention of favorable business opportunities. The feared injury may also be one to be suffered by the victim in his reputation, as when threats are made to reveal events or situations of the victim’s private life, or of the victim’s past, and other instances of blackmail.

489. Physical violence is always unlawful and quasi-delictual in nature, even if exerted to compel the victim to perform an obligation; see J. Ghéstin, supra note 345, at 500.
490. See decision rendered by the Cour de cassation on April 6, 1903, reported in S. 1904.1.505.
492. See J. Ghéstin, supra note 345, at 493. See also G. Ripert, supra note 129, at 82-84.
Contemporary jurisprudence, in Louisiana and in France, occasionally regards economic dependence of one party on the other as an objective circumstance indicative of the dependent party’s vulnerability to duress and, therefore, of his weak bargaining position to negotiate, modify, or dissolve a contract. 493

Subjective Aspect

Whether the fear inspired by duress is reasonable is a question to be answered after taking into account the age, health, disposition and other personal circumstances of the victim. 494 In other words, the reasonableness of the fear is strongly connected to the reasonableness of the person who experiences it. It seems clear that either a very young or a very old person will be more vulnerable to fear than a person of middle or mature age. A person whose health is undermined by illness may lack the strength necessary to stand up to a threat and may therefore yield to it without resistance. By the same token, a person of feeble mind, though neither a lunatic nor an interdict, is more impressionable, and therefore more prone to surrender to a threat, than a person of firm mind. 495

It has been shown above that efforts have been made to arrive at an objective standard of reasonableness for the fear inspired by duress. Along those lines it has been asserted that the law expects from persons a certain degree of temerity in the face of threat or adversity. 496 Nevertheless, where duress is concerned, modern law does not stop at objective standards but goes on to take into account purely subjective aspects of the victim’s personality in order to annul obligations extorted from persons whose will is weakened by illness or advanced age, or from persons whose ignorance or intellectual limitations make them too vulnerable to threats. 497 On the other hand, modern law likewise takes into account the knowledge and experience of the alleged victim of duress in order to refuse annulment of a contract when the fear inspired by an alleged threat could have been readily overcome on the basis of that knowledge or that experience. 498

495. In this connection an example is Nalty v. Nalty, 222 La. 911, 64 So. 2d 216 (1953).
497. 6 M. Planiol et G. Ripert, supra note 27, at 232.
498. Id.
Interrelation of Objective and Subjective Aspects

In sum, to be grounds for annulment, the fear inspired by duress need not be such as to cause total loss of the victim's self-control. Nullity on grounds of duress may be declared even if the inspired fear is less ominous than that, as in some situations of self-defense. It suffices that the threatened evil be of such a nature as to compel acceptance of the demanded sacrifice in order to avoid it.\footnote{499}

That conclusion is always based on a close interrelation between the objective and subjective aspects of duress. When a party seeks the nullity of a contract on grounds of duress, a court will react, first, on the basis of a conviction that the degree of duress or the nature of threats which in law vitiates a party's consent must be weighed in reference to persons of ordinary composure and nerve and not in reference to imaginative alarmists.\footnote{500} Second, however, the standard will be tempered if the claimant can show some personal circumstances that made him especially vulnerable to threats. That order may be inverted without altering the result. In the words of a Louisiana court, a proper interpretation of the pertinent rules must be necessarily focused on objective and subjective aspects, and "This can be done by first determining the subjective characteristics of the individual who claims he or she was forced by violence or threats into agreeing to a contract and then deciding whether other reasonable persons with the same subjective characteristics would have felt forced into signing the contract under the same type of threat or violence."\footnote{501}

The Threatened Person

The threatened person need not be the party whose consent to a contract has been vitiated by duress. There is a ground for nullity because of duress even when the threatened injury is one to be suffered by the spouse, or by an ascendant or descendant of that party.\footnote{502} That is so because, as discussed above, the true vice of the consent is the resulting fear and not the duress itself, and fear of injury to a beloved person is as efficient to coerce the will as fear of injury to the person of the one who fears. In the case of a spouse, or a descendant or ascendant, the law presumes the existence of a strong affection.\footnote{503} Those persons, however, are not the only ones whose injury may be feared so intensely

\footnote{499}{Id. at 233; see also Union Pacific R.R. v. Public Serv. Comm., 248 U.S. 67, 39 S. Ct. 24 (1918).}
\footnote{500}{See Couder v. Oteri, 34 La. Ann. 694, 697 (1882).}
\footnote{501}{Lewis v. Lewis, 387 So. 2d 1206, 1210 (La. App. 1st Cir. 1980).}
\footnote{502}{See La. Civ. Code art. 1960.}
\footnote{503}{See A. Weill et F. Terre, supra note 2, at 221.}
as to invalidate consent given upon a threat of causing them harm. According to French doctrine, a threat of injury to a person other than a spouse, ascendant or descendant, such as other relative or a close friend, may be grounds for nullity, but the party seeking rescission on such grounds cannot avail himself of a presumption and he will therefore have to prove that his consent was given for no other reason than to prevent injury to a person for whom he feels great affection.\footnote{504}

Louisiana law takes a different approach. Thus, if the threatened injury is directed against a person other than a spouse or a descendant or ascendant, the granting of relief is left to the discretion of the court, which means that, according to the nature of the relation shown and the circumstances of a particular case, the court may favor a claimant with a presumption that his consent was coerced by the threat, or may expect that the claimant prove that his consent was given for no other reason than to prevent injury to a person to whom he is bound by a relationship productive of strong affection.\footnote{505}

It is noteworthy that whenever the fear instilled by threat is one of injury to be suffered by a person other than the consenting party it is irrelevant whether the threat is initially communicated to that party or to the other person. That is so because the vitiating factor is fear, which can be efficiently provoked regardless of the identity of the addressee of the threats, so long as the consenting party knows of them.\footnote{506}

**Duress by a Third Person**

A party's consent may be vitiates even when the duress is exerted not by the other party to the contract but by a third person.\footnote{507} A difference is thus established between duress and fraud, as the latter is effective as a vice of consent only when perpetrated by the other party to the contract.\footnote{508} That difference is hard to justify when the focus is made on the victim's will since that will is equally thwarted in both instances, but is more readily justified when the focus is made on the social interest, as duress, by either physical or psychological means, is a more dangerous offense against societal order than fraud.\footnote{509} It has also

\footnote{504.} \footnote{6 M. Planiol et G. Ripert, supra note 27, at 233. In the opinion of some French writers, however, there is no such presumption and the court should always determine whether a threat has influenced a party's consent even in those cases where the threat is directed against a spouse, descendant or ascendant, which are listed by the law as mere examples; see 2 G. Marty et P. Raynaud, Droit civil—Les obligations 132-33 (1962).

\footnote{505.} \footnote{See La. Civ. Code art. 1960 and comment (c). See also La. Civ. Code art. 1852.}

\footnote{506.} \footnote{See La. Civ. Code art. 1960 comment (b); see also Giroux v. Vinet, 24 Cour Supérieure 1 (Quebec, 1903).}

\footnote{507.} \footnote{La. Civ. Code art. 1961.}

\footnote{508.} \footnote{See supra p. 69-70.}

\footnote{509.} \footnote{See A. Weill et F. Terré, supra note 2, at 224.}
been said that the difference is justified because duress is more difficult to prove than fraud and, further, that it is more difficult for a party to protect himself against duress than it is to protect himself against fraud. Those reasons do not seem to be very persuasive in modern times when, more often than not, duress is exerted through psychological means. Be that as it may, the rule governing duress by third persons gives effective protection to the victim, since only rarely will the other party, the one who benefits from the duress exerted by another, be unaware of such duress.

Reverential Fear

Fear of a person in the ascending line, that is, a party's apprehension of incurring the displeasure of such a person if the party fails to make a certain contract—like its counterpart, that is, the willingness to please such a person by making a certain contract—is not operative as duress sufficient to invalidate a party's consent. That kind of fear is called reverential in order to allude to the feelings of respect, or perhaps intimidation, that may warrantedly inspire it. Such fear does not constitute duress by itself since any intimidation a child may feel out of love and respect for his father, mother or grandparent is certainly not unlawful, which clearly indicates the absence of a relevant feature of effective duress. That is so whether a party attempts to avail himself of that kind of fear to seek annulment of a contract made with a person other than the feared one, in which case the alleged duress would be one exerted by a third person, or whether a party invokes that fear to seek the nullity of a contract made with the same person that intimidated him through reverential fear.

A different result obtains, however, if the revered person exerts actual physical or psychological duress upon the will of his descendant, in which case such duress is effective as a vice of consent. That is why the rule that excludes reverential fear from the scope of duress refers only to reverential fear alone, unaccompanied by threats of physical violence. Nevertheless, the kind of relation that gives rise to reverential fear may very well be one of the subjective circumstances of the party imposed upon that must be taken into account in order to ascertain whether

510. 6 M. Planiol et G. Ripert, supra note 27, at 234.
511. Id.
512. See French Civil Code art. 1114 (1804) and La. Civ. Code art. 1854 (1870). See also id. at 222.
513. 6 M. Planiol et G. Ripert, supra note 27, at 238.
514. See A. Weill et F. Terré, supra note 2, at 222; see also decision rendered by the court of the city of Angers on March 19, 1956, reported in D. 1957.22 with a comment by Prevault.
duress has been effectively exerted, so that in a given situation a mild threat made by a person to a descendant whose disposition makes him especially vulnerable to the danger of harm may constitute duress although it would not be effective as such in the absence of that kind of relation between the threatening person and the intimidated one.\footnote{515}

The Louisiana Civil Code is now silent on that matter because the general principles just discussed suffice to conclude that mere reverential fear, in the absence of actual duress, is not effective as a vice of consent.\footnote{516}

\textit{Contract With a Third Person in Good Faith}

The Louisiana Civil Code provides that a contract made with a third person to secure the means of preventing threatened injury may not be rescinded for duress if that third person was in good faith and not in collusion with the party exerting duress.\footnote{517} That rule, which has no equivalent in the Code Napoleon, can be traced to the opinion of classical French writers.\footnote{518}

Although its fairness cannot be doubted, that rule may suggest some contradiction with the more general one under which a contract is null when the consent of one of the parties has been coerced by duress exerted by a third person.\footnote{519} That contradiction is only apparent, however, as can be readily understood if the situations contemplated in one and the other rule are clearly distinguished. If A exerts duress upon B for B to make a certain contract with C, that contract is null even if C does not know of the duress exerted by A. On the other hand, if A exerts duress upon B who, to prevent the threatened injury makes a contract with C, that contract is valid if C is in good faith. In the first situation A wants B to make a contract with C, that contract is null even if C does not know of the duress exerted by A. In the second, A does not intend that B make any particular contract with a third person, he merely demands something from B and does not care about the way in which B will secure the means to meet A’s demand. Thus, if A exerts duress upon B for B to borrow money from C, the loan between B and C is null even if C is unaware of the duress exerted by A, but if A kidnaps B’s child for ransom and B has no alternative but to borrow money from C to pay the ransom, the contract between B and C is valid.\footnote{520}

\footnotetext[515]{See French Civil Code art. 1114 (1804) and La. Civ. Code art. 1854 (1870). See also supra p. 84-85.}
\footnotetext[516]{See infra p. 106.}
\footnotetext[517]{La. Civ. Code art. 1963.}
\footnotetext[518]{See 2 Oeuvres de Pothier, supra note 28, at 17; 3 C. Toullier, supra note 108, at 345.}
\footnotetext[519]{See supra p. 87.}
\footnotetext[520]{See La. Civ. Code art. 1858 (1870).}
the contract is the direct result of A's unlawful design. In the second it is not, as A does not care whether B has any liquid assets of his own, or whether he has to sell property to obtain the ransom money or whether he has to borrow the needed amount. In the first situation, contracting with C is the only alternative left to B. In the second, contracting with C is an alternative chosen by B.

A different result will obtain, of course, if the third person is in collusion with the party exerting duress.\(^{521}\) The contract is null in such a case either because the third person is in the same position as if he had exerted the duress himself, or because he is actually perpetrating fraud on the victim of the duress, or because he will not be allowed to benefit from his own wrong, or a combination of those equally valid reasons.

The Louisiana Civil Code also requires good faith of the third person not exerting duress.\(^{522}\) Quite obviously, collusion between that person and the one who actually inflicts duress on the other party would destroy that good faith, as it constitutes bad faith to say the least. On the other hand, the third person's mere knowledge that the party with whom he is making a contract is under duress does not destroy his good faith if he is not involved in the cause of the duress or with the party exerting it.\(^{523}\)

Nevertheless, the third person, though innocent of the duress, might take advantage of the dire circumstances of the other party and demand that the contract be made in terms excessively onerous for the victim of the duress. In the opinion of Pothier, that kind of situation gave rise to a kind of lesion that allowed the court to reduce the performance owed by the victim of duress.\(^{524}\) In modern law a solution to that problem calls for a more flexible approach to duress.\(^{525}\)

**Exercize of a Right**

*No Duress as a General Principle*

As a matter of general principle, a threat of doing a lawful act or a threat of exercising a right does not constitute duress.\(^{526}\) That conclusion
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results from an even more general principle according to which the normal exercise of a right or the performance of an obligation may not be regarded as an unlawful act.\(^{527}\)

The simplest, and perhaps clearest, example is a threat by a creditor to file suit against his debtor if the latter persists in not paying his debt. If the debtor yields to such threat and pays the debt, it is possible to say that his will has been coerced because his intention was not to pay and he changed that intention only to avoid the inconvenience of a lawsuit. That may be so, but the fact is that the threatening creditor only demands that which the debtor is bound to do. Therefore, by virtue of a presumption that a person should want to do what the law binds him to do, the creditor is not truly demanding that the debtor do anything against his own will. In this perspective, the creditor's threat lacks unlawfulness, and, thus, one of the objective features of the kind of duress which is operative as a ground for nullity is missing.\(^{528}\)

Besides the simple example of payment of a debt upon threat of suit by the creditor, many others can be offered. Thus, a wife may not claim duress in order to annul a contract of suretyship that she made for the purpose of ensuring payment of her husband's debt after the creditor had threatened the husband with a lawsuit.\(^{529}\) By the same token, a seller may not seek rescission of the contract of sale alleging that he consented to sell because he needed the price money in order to pay a creditor who had threatened him with a lawsuit.\(^{530}\) Louisiana courts have concluded that a stockholder who agrees to sell his stock to a creditor of the corporation when the creditor threatens to seize and sell the corporate property may not claim duress in order to obtain nullity of the stock sale.\(^{531}\) They have also concluded that a letter inviting a person to call at an attorney's office in order to settle a delicate matter and avoid the cost, publicity and annoyance of a lawsuit does not allow that person to invoke duress in order to annul a contract whereby the alluded delicate matter was settled, as such letter is only a threat to take lawful action.\(^{532}\) It is noteworthy, in that context, that exerting some pressure on a party's will to cause him to turn a natural obligation into a civil one is not regarded as duress.\(^{533}\)

\(^{527}\) Argentine Civil Code art. 1071 (1869). See also Digest, L.55: Nollus videtur dolo facere, qui suo jure utitur—No one shall be regarded as doing wrong for availing himself of his right.

\(^{528}\) See supra p. 83.

\(^{529}\) See decision of the Cour de cassation rendered on February 25, 1879, reported in D.P. 79.1.158.

\(^{530}\) See generally A. Weill et F. Terré, supra note 2, at 223.


\(^{533}\) See A. Weill et F. Terré, supra note 2, at 223. See also Wortmann v. French, 410 So. 2d 290 (La. App. 4th Cir.), writ denied, 412 So. 2d 1109 (1982).
On the other hand, if physical violence, rather than a threat of lawful action, is used in order to obtain performance of an obligation, there is duress that gives rise to quasi-delictual liability for the one exerting it.\footnote{534}

**Mere Appearance of Lawfulness**

On the other hand, a threat of doing an act that is lawful in appearance only may constitute duress.\footnote{535} That is the case of a threat of unfounded litigation or a threat of pressing unfounded or dubious criminal charges. It is clear that in situations of that kind the threatened act is lawful in appearance only, as the party making the threat is not truly interested in the fair settlement of a dispute through the judicial process or in the preservation of order in the community through the investigation of criminal activity, but is only coercing the other party's will by presenting him with the choice of either doing that which the maker of the threat is asking for or facing the inconvenience, expense, publicity and other negative consequences of litigation or criminal prosecution. The natural purpose of the judicial mechanism is thwarted when a party declares his readiness to resort to that mechanism not in pursuit of justice, but only for the satisfaction of a selfish interest.\footnote{536}

In that context, Louisiana courts have had no hesitation in declaring the nullity of a guaranty obtained from the vice-president of a bank by means of a threat of unwarranted criminal prosecution.\footnote{537} Likewise, Louisiana courts have decided that even a threat to quit work is unlawful when made by a contractor for the purpose of obtaining immediate payment of an arbitration award while an appeal of that award was pending.\footnote{538}

The quasi-delict of malicious prosecution, recognized by and well established in the Louisiana jurisprudence, can be of help in weighing the unlawfulness of a threat of doing an act that is lawful only in appearance, because a threat of prosecution that would be malicious if carried out would clearly constitute duress.\footnote{539} The quasi-delict of false imprisonment is helpful, likewise, for the same purpose. Thus, Louisiana courts have declared the nullity of a release granted by a person while

\footnotesize{\begin{itemize}
\item J. Ghestin, supra note 345, at 500.
\item See A. Weill et F. Terré, supra note 2, at 223.
\item Bernstein v. Commercial Nat’l Bank, 161 La. 38, 108 So. 117 (1926).
\item Jung v. Gwin, 174 La. 111, 139 So. 774 (1932), aff’d, 176 La. 962, 147 So. 47 (1933).
\end{itemize}}
detained without probable cause, as that detention clearly constituted duress that vitiated that person's consent.  

When performance of an obligation, such as payment of a debt, is forced by means of acts lawful only in appearance, or even through acts that constitute the delict or crime of blackmail or extortion, though the act of performance is not annulled, the party exerting that kind of duress is liable for the mental anguish and the injury to the reputation of the victim. Louisiana courts have reached that conclusion also in the case of creditors who avail themselves of excessive means to obtain the collection of debts.  

Abuse of Rights  

In many instances, or perhaps in all, the actual unlawfulness of acts that are lawful only in appearance can be readily explained in light of the modern doctrine of abuse of rights. It is the basic tenet of that doctrine that not all rights are absolute or discretionary, but many, or most, are subject to some reasonable limitations on their exercise, the first of which is the scope of the rights of others, so that the exercise of a right with total disregard for the rights of another constitutes an abuse of that right that the law cannot condone. Thus, the filing of an action for the sole purpose, and the malicious intention, of annoying the defendant is such an abuse. Likewise, a threat of bringing a lawsuit made for the purpose of obtaining an advantage in excess of the right of the threatening party is a clear abuse of that right. The same conclusion prevails when the threat of filing an action is made for the purpose of obtaining an advantage entirely unconnected to the grounds of the threatened action, as when a threat is made to a wife of instigating a suit for divorce on grounds of adultery in order to obtain from her the settlement of a pecuniary claim of the threatening party.

The doctrine of abuse of rights applies to acts of public entities also. Thus, a city council commits an abuse of rights when it refuses to grant a building permit unless the applicant renounces his right to compensation for an expropriation of other property of his decreed by the city, and if such renunciation is made it may be annulled on grounds

541. See Quina v. Roberts, 16 So. 2d 558 (Orl. App. 1944). See also Tuyes v. Chambers, 144 La. 723, 81 So. 265 (1919).
542. See A. Weill et F. Terré, supra note 2, at 224 and 713-21.
544. See J. Ghestin, supra note 345, at 501.
545. Cf. decision rendered by the Cour de cassation on April 6, 1903, reported in S. 1904.1.505, with a comment by Waquet.
of violence morale. Likewise, the abuse of a right tantamount to duress is grounds for the annulment of a gratuitous transfer of immovable property exacted by a city council in return for the granting of a building permit indispensable for the business activities of the transferor.

Although the doctrine of abuse of rights has not yet been given express legislative formulation in the Louisiana system, it lies at the root of several articles of the Louisiana Civil Code. It can also be said that the doctrine has already made some inroads in the Louisiana legal literature and jurisprudence. Reception of that doctrine in the context of vices of consent will be a step forward in the search for answers to difficult questions and will make an important contribution towards the elaboration of a more flexible approach to duress.

DUIRESS AND DISTRESS

Consent and Adverse Circumstances

A question arises when a person faces circumstances that are so harsh that, in order to overcome them, he consents to a contract that imposes upon him an obligation which is excessively onerous either because he must promise to give too much or must resign himself to receive too little. That is the kind of situation characterized in French law as état de nécessité, where the freedom of a party's consent is not restricted by duress consisting of a personal act of the other party, but results rather from circumstances that allow the other party to take an unfair advantage. The preferred example is the case of the captain of a shipwrecked vessel who has no alternative but to promise to pay an excessive sum for the salvaging services of another vessel.

The question is whether a party's consent is vitiated in such a situation or, in other words, whether duress may result also from distressing circumstances and not only from acts of another person.

546. See decision by the Cour de cassation of November 9, 1971, reported in Bull. civ. III, p. 387, No. 541.
547. See decision rendered by the Cour de cassation on October 16, 1962, reported in Bull. civ. I, p. 363.
550. See infra p. 95.
552. A. Weill et F. Terré, supra note 2, at 225.
The Classical Approach

Roman law did not allow the annulment of a contract when the consent of one of the parties had been given under the stress of difficult circumstances. That was so because duress, which gave rise to the criminal action of *metus causa*, constituted a delict that required an intentional element, and, since such an intention can be attributed only to a person, there was no duress unless it had been intentionally exerted by a person who could be prosecuted therefor.553

Pothier expressed a similar view, though he conceded that an obligation contracted by a party in distressing circumstances that gave rise to an extreme need could be reduced if found excessively onerous.554 Other classical writers asserted that a contract made by a party in distressing circumstances could be annulled on grounds of lack of capacity because circumstances of that kind have upon a person’s mind the same effect as temporary derangement or insanity.555 Upon a declaration of nullity on such grounds, the other party who has already performed may be granted compensation equivalent to the value of the rendered performance, either on the basis of unjust enrichment or of the management of the affairs of another.556

It is generally believed that the language in the pertinent article of the Code Napoleon should lead to the conclusion that the French drafters contemplated only *violence* exerted by a person upon another as a vice of consent, and not the kind of duress that results from distressing circumstances.557

A Modern Approach—Judicial Reaction

In a modern approach the focus is made on the consent of the party victimized by duress and not on the origin of the duress. Thus, if that consent is not freely given the contract should be annulled regardless of whether duress has been exerted by the other party or has resulted from distressing circumstances.558 That solution, it is said, is more consistent with the one that prevails when duress is exerted by a third person.559 The classical approach—the one that recognizes duress as grounds for nullity only when it is exerted by a person upon another—makes an
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558. 6 M. Planiol et G. Ripert, supra note 27, at 234-37.
559. A. Weill et F. Terré, supra note 2, at 226.
unwarranted difference between error and duress, it is further said, since error is effective as a ground for nullity regardless of whether it is induced by the act of another or not.560 The social consequences of upholding the validity of contracts made by persons in distressing circumstances would be negative, especially when account is taken of the fact that, more often than not, the other party is aware of such circumstances.561

Some decisions by French courts have accepted that more flexible approach to duress. Thus, in a well-known case where the captain of a ship in danger of capsizing was forced by those distressing circumstances to submit to the excessive demands of the master of the rescuing tugboat, the court granted nullity of the contract and reduced considerably the compensation owed for the salvage.562 In another case where in the face of imminent death a patient agreed to pay an excessive fee to a surgeon for an operation, the court decreed the nullity of the contract after the patient's death and allowed the surgeon to recover only a reasonable compensation for his services.563 Contracts precipitatedly made by members of persecuted minorities in order to preserve their freedom during the German occupation have been likewise annulled.564 There are also decisions to the contrary, however.565 In one case arising in a commercial context, the French court did not deny that a situation of economic duress may result from adverse circumstances, although nullity was refused for lack of conclusive evidence.566

In American common law the distressing effects of some economic circumstances have been recognized as tantamount to duress, and new expressions such as "duress of goods" and "economic compulsion" have been coined in order to designate situations where a party's consent is not free from coercion.567 In a manner consistent with that trend of
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thought, a threat made to a person who finds himself in such circumstances is unlawful if it leads to an exchange on unfair terms.568

Similarities and Differences—A Need for Distinctions

The kind of situation here discussed offers some similarity to, and therefore some possibility of confusion with, the case of a contract made with a third person in order to secure the means to prevent threatened injury, which was analyzed earlier.569 In the latter, however, it is assumed that duress through a threat of injury is exerted by a person, although not a party to the contract, while here the threat of injury is created by distressing circumstances not brought about by anyone in particular.

It has been shown that, when duress is exerted by a person, a contract made by the victim with a third person in order to secure the means to prevent threatened injury is valid, but only if the third person is in good faith and not in collusion with the person exerting duress.570

It has been shown also, through the judicial decisions examined above, that a contract made by a person in distressing circumstances may be annulled when the other party not only is aware of those circumstances but also takes an unfair advantage of the lack of alternatives of the person in distress by demanding an excessive compensation.571 Such an unfairness is an outright violation of the principle of equity as defined in the Louisiana Civil Code.572 In both of those situations, then, a distinction must be made between the good or bad faith of the party contracting with a person victimized either by duress exerted by another or by dire circumstances that leave him no alternative. Exacting an unfair advantage, when the party demanding it knows that the other has no alternative but to submit, constitutes the kind of bad faith that lies at the root of every abuse of right.573

In sum, the making of a contract to secure means with which to prevent threatened injury makes the two situations similar. The origin of the threatened injury makes a difference between them. Good or bad faith of the party who through the contract provides such means is the distinction needed to find the proper rule in each situation.
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The Basis for a Solution

Whenever a party takes an unfair advantage of distressing circumstances in which the other is immersed it is clear that the excessive obligation assumed by the latter is stricken at least by a partial, if not by a total, absence of cause. Indeed, it is because of such circumstances that the party in distress consents to oblige himself to give more than he would have obligated himself to give in a situation that allowed other alternatives. The consent of that party is, thus, not free. That absence of cause is the same that can be noticed in a more typical situation of physical or psychological duress exerted by a party upon the other. When properly understood, thus, absence of cause explains the similarity between violence and état de nécessité, between duress and distress resulting from dire circumstances, a similarity that justifies the governing of one and the other situation by the same rules.

The Louisiana Jurisprudence

In a case where the victim of an accident sought the nullity of a transaction or compromise he made with an insurance company on grounds that he had found himself in dire economic circumstances at the time the contract was made, a Louisiana court expressed the view that the kind of duress that is grounds for nullity is the one that connotes an actor performing an exterior act which gives rise to the duress, rather than the entire set of objective circumstances causing the victim to act as he does. It must be said that the terms of the transaction or compromise did not seem to be very unfair in that case, however. Years later, in a case involving a business contract for consulting services, a Louisiana court found that contract null because one of the parties, though neither clearly nor directly threatened, had signed it under the pressure of circumstances. The economic dependence of one party on the other has been regarded as sufficient to explain the dependent party's fear to lose his employment if he refused to consent to an arbitration clause, which was therefore annulled. In yet another case, the court concluded that conflicting emotions caused by the strain of going through a critical period in a person's life do not constitute duress. In a
dissenting opinion to another case, however, it was asserted that great anxiety and guilt feelings associated with the support of a child were circumstances sufficient to invalidate a mother’s consent to the surrender of the child for adoption. Such contrary views may well indicate that the Louisiana jurisprudence may be receptive to a more flexible approach to duress whenever the circumstances of a case are sufficiently strong to lead to the conclusion that fairness can be accomplished only through the reception of such an approach.

**Duress, Abuse of Circumstances, and Undue Influence**

At common law, undue influence is the unfair persuasion of a party who is under the domination of the person exercising that persuasion or who, by virtue of the relation between them, is justified in assuming that the persuader will not act in a manner inconsistent with his, the persuaded party’s, welfare. When a party’s consent is induced by undue influence exerted by the other party, the contract is voidable by the victim.

A difference between duress and undue influence is readily noticeable. Although both are exerted for the purpose of constraining a party's consent, duress is based on fear, while undue influence is based on either dominance or reliance. Nevertheless, even when based on reliance, as when the parties are involved in a relation of confidence, or even when the persuader takes advantage of the inexperience or need of the other party, undue influence results in an unfair advantage that the persuader obtains through an abuse of the circumstances in which the other party finds himself, which brings undue influence close to duress as understood in the flexible approach examined above and justifies a discussion of undue influence here.

---


582. See, e.g., Standard Coffee Serv. Co. v. Babin, 472 So. 2d 124 (La. App. 5th Cir. 1985), where an employee, given the alternatives of signing a new contract with an arbitration clause or being fired, was found to be the victim of duress because he was faced with deprivation of his economic security. See also Jung v. Gwin, 174 La. 111, 139 So. 774 (1932), aff’d, 176 La. 962, 147 So. 47 (1933), concerning a threat to quit work unless payment was made of an arbitral award that was pending from appeal.


584. Id. at § 177(2) (1981).


586. See supra p. 95.
It is asserted that the civilian tradition does not recognize undue influence as a vice of consent. Indeed, the Louisiana Civil Code does not list undue influence among such vices and, where the law of successions is concerned, expressly bars the proof of suggestion or captation that might be alleged to attack the validity of a testament. In spite of that, occasional references to undue influence can be found in the Louisiana jurisprudence in cases where the nullity of a contract is declared either on grounds of the temporary incapacity of a party or on grounds of fraud perpetrated by the other.

As a matter of fact, as grounds for nullity, lack of capacity and fraud are flexible enough to provide redress for the victims of abusive persuasion, thereby eliminating the need for another category of vice of consent such as undue influence. Indeed, as once stated, it is clear that the weak, the timid, the anxious and the submissive are precisely those who receive the greatest protection through the concept of undue influence at common law. Flexible rules on contractual incapacity suffice to furnish efficient protection to such persons in the Louisiana system as well. On the other hand, as recognized by the Louisiana jurisprudence, a contract with a person of weak mind furnishes the most vehement presumption of fraud. Finally, since age, health, disposition and other personal circumstances must be taken into account in order to ascertain whether a person has been the victim of duress, many situations where undue influence would be found at common law can be handled in Louisiana in light of the precepts governing duress. The same approach to captation as a vice of consent prevails in French law.

590. See Dawson, supra note 567, at 265.
594. See Guyenot, La suggestion et la captation en matière de libéralités dans leurs rapports avec la notion de dol, 62 Revue trimestrielle de droit civil 199 (1964).
REMEDIES

Rescission

A party whose consent has been extorted by duress may obtain rescission of the contract. In that case rescission has the same effects already discussed in connection with fraud. The nullity that rescission entails is only relative as it is intended for the protection of the interest of private parties, and therefore prescribes in five years. In French law a distinction was attempted between duress exerted through physical violence and duress exerted through psychological violence such as a threat, in order to conclude that the former should give rise to absolute nullity, since in such a case it can be said that there is no consent of the victim at all, while the latter would give rise only to a relative nullity, since the victim gives consent in such a case though that consent is vitiated by the fear instilled by duress. That distinction is alien to the Louisiana law where, whatever its kind, duress gives rise to a relative nullity. It is noteworthy that the same conclusion currently prevails in French law also.

There is no reason to prevent the victim of duress from seeking only damages if he prefers that the contract into which he was forced be preserved and is satisfied with the compensation for the injury his interest might have thereby suffered. In case of duress exerted by a third person, both parties to the contract, if both are innocent of the duress, should have the same choice.

When duress has been exerted to obtain the victim's consent to a juridical act other than a contract, such as the renunciation of a right for example, that act may be annulled at the victim's initiative.

Damages

The person whose consent has been vitiated is entitled to recover damages from the other party when the duress has been exerted by that party, or when that party knew of the duress though he did not exert it. The victim of duress may recover damages together with the rescission of the contract, or damages without rescission if, as already explained, that is his choice.

596. See supra p. 75.
598. See A. Weill et F. Terré, supra note 2, at 228.
599. Id. at 219.
600. See J. Ghestin, supra note 345, at 492.
602. Id.
When duress has been exerted by a third person not a party to the contract, both parties to that contract may recover damages from the third person. For that purpose both parties must be innocent of the duress. If one of them knew of the duress and attempted to benefit from it, his recovery of damages from the third person would be barred by the general principle that prevents a party from invoking his own wrongdoing.\(^603\)

Also when duress is exerted by a third person the parties to the contract may recover damages from the third person even if they prefer not to seek rescission of the contract.\(^604\) If one of the parties is not innocent of the duress he may not recover damages from the third person for the reason already explained.

A party who knew that the other party's consent was extorted by duress exerted by a third person partakes of the latter's liability for damages to the victim of the duress.\(^605\)

**Attorney Fees**

A party who exerts duress upon the other, or who knows that the other party's consent has been so extorted, and a third person who exerts duress upon a party to a contract are liable also for attorney fees.\(^606\) Since the antisocial overtones of duress are even worse than those of fraud, those who exert duress should be liable for attorney fees for reasons greater than in the case of fraud. That liability is expressly provided for in the Louisiana Civil Code, thereby complying with the general principle according to which attorney fees are recoverable only when the law or the contract so provides.\(^607\)

It should be clear that the liability of a third person who exerts duress upon a party to a contract is of a quasi-delictual nature since that person, by hypothesis, makes no contract with the victim.\(^608\) In that context, the rule that makes that person liable for attorney fees is an exception to the more general one under which attorney fees are not recoverable in an action on quasi-delict.\(^609\)

---

605. Id. That liability should be regarded as solidarity when it involves both a third person and a party to a contract who knows of the duress; see La. Civ. Code arts. 1797 and 2324(A).
608. See J. Ghestin, supra note 345, at 492.
Duress and Quasi-Delict

As an act of man that causes damage to another, duress, besides being a vice of consent, is a quasi-delict that gives rise to the liability entailed by acts of that kind.\textsuperscript{610} Thus, when duress is exerted not to force a party into a contract but to obtain an act of performance, such as payment of a debt, Louisiana courts have recognized that such duress gives rise to quasi-delictual liability.\textsuperscript{611} To that effect they have asserted that whether or not a debt is justly due, the law recognizes a debtor’s right to be free from unreasonable coercion and allows him to recover general and special damages in tort for violations of that right.\textsuperscript{612} That conclusion has been reached in cases where the creditor’s coercive means consisted either in reporting the failure to pay directly to the debtor’s employer or in threatening the debtor with making such a report, thereby causing the debtor’s reasonable fear of losing his job.\textsuperscript{613} Some decisions have observed that coercion of that kind is compounded with outright invasion of the debtor’s privacy and the intentional infliction of unreasonable emotional disturbance, actionable grounds of quasi-delictual liability which are not necessarily interdependent or exclusive of each other.\textsuperscript{614}

Where extortion—blackmail—is concerned, Louisiana courts have asserted that it is a criminal felony that entitles the victim to recover damages for mental anguish, because the illegal act has for its main object the bringing about of such a mental condition as will induce compliance with the unlawful demand, and the rule that says that extortion is a crime has been enacted for the specific purpose of protecting the mental equilibrium of everyone.\textsuperscript{615}

Also at common law there are cases that hold that duress is a tort in itself, though, generally, duress is used as a means to invalidate consent given to a tortfeasor.\textsuperscript{616} It has been suggested that the development of the intentional infliction of emotional distress as an independent tort provides a remedy for some of the more extreme cases of duress.\textsuperscript{617}

A victim of duress who elects to sue on quasi-delict, or who enhances the quasi-delictual aspects of his action, may recover for the mental anguish, aggravation and other nonpecuniary damages caused by the
When a third person has exerted the duress, the victim's action against that person is quasi-delictual in nature.

**Judicial Discretion**

In French law, in an action brought by the victim of duress the court in its discretion may declare the contract null only in part, that is, the court may reduce the excessive advantage the defendant obtained through an unlawful threat or other form of duress, and uphold the contract after having thus introduced a certain fairness, or equivalence, between the parties' performances. For some writers that solution implies an extension of the remedy for lesion beyond the scope to which lesion is reduced in the Code Napoleon. For others, such a judicial diminution of a party's performance entails a veritable revision of the contract by the court.

In Louisiana, without denying that the same result could be reached in some cases, the approach would not be the same, and different possible situations must be considered. Thus, if neither party has yet performed, a contract tainted by duress should be annulled at the victim's initiative, as that is the best way of expressing disapproval of the defendant's antisocial behavior. If the party who exerted duress has already performed, but the victim has not yet done so, the contract should be annulled for the same reason, but here some further distinctions are called for. If the performance received by the victim is such that it can be returned it should be so returned to the party who exerted duress, since, by virtue of the nullity, the parties must be restored to the situation that existed before the contract was made. If the performance received by the victim cannot be returned, as in the case of services rendered by the party who exerted duress, the nullity should not prevent a claim of that party, but only for a reasonable compensation commensurate with the benefit the victim received from the services. If both parties have performed, the victim should have a choice between seeking either nullity of the contract, plus damages, or just recovery of whatever damages he sustained because of the duress, but the court should grant nullity whenever the victim of duress asks for it. Through a grant of damages Louisiana courts may provide for the victim of duress the same protection

---

618. See Tuyes, 144 La. 723, 81 So. 265.
619. See decision rendered by the Cour de cassation on April 27, 1887, reported in D.P. 88.1.263, S. 87.1.372.
620. See 6 M. Planiol et G. Ripert, supra note 27, at 239-40; A. Weill et F. Terré, supra note 2, at 228. See also French Civil Code art. 1118 (1804) and La. Civ. Code art. 1965.
621. Legrand, supra note 252, at 984-89.
that French courts provide through the granting of partial nullity, but
in a manner more consistent with the basic policy of depriving a party
of whatever advantage he obtained through the exertion of duress. 623

THE REVISION

Terminology

The revision enacted in 1984 substituted the word “duress” for the
expression “violence or threats” utilized in earlier articles of the Louisiana
Civil Code. 624 Indeed, “duress” means an unlawful constraint exercised
upon a person in order to force him to do some act that he otherwise
would not have done, a constraint that may be exercised by depriving
the person of his liberty, or by violence, beating or other actual injury,
or by threats of imprisonment or great physical injury or death. 625 In
sum, “duress” is a word of art or technical word in the English language,
which expresses exactly that which is meant by “violence or threats” in
the earlier articles. For obvious reasons of linguistic usage, Louisiana
courts have oftentimes preferred the word “duress” over “violence or
threats,” even when the earlier articles were in force. 626 It should be
added that, should a flexible approach to that vice of consent be taken,
coined expressions such as “economic duress” or “duress of goods”
would be hard to compound if words such as “violence” or “threats”
had to be used. 627

Nevertheless, the adoption of the word “duress” was not intended
as a means to incorporate conclusions incompatible with the tradition
of the Louisiana law, such as the difference made at common law between
the effects of duress by physical means, which results in a void contract,
and duress by psychological means, which results in a voidable contract,
a difference rejected by contemporary civil law doctrine. 628

Duress Directed Against Third Persons

A new article makes duress effective as a vice of consent not only
when directed against a spouse, an ascendant, or a descendant of a party
to a contract, but also when directed against others, such as a person
toward whom a party may feel strong friendship or with whom a party

627. See supra p. 96.
may have a close relationship either based on or productive of strong affection. In such a case the court is allowed the discretion necessary to find whether a particular relation between a party to a contract and a third person is of a nature such as to make that party vulnerable to duress exerted through the creation of a situation of danger to the third person. That solution, which is perfectly consistent with societal values, is recommended by French doctrine.

**Damages and Attorney Fees**

A new article allows the victim to recover damages and attorney fees either from the other party or from the third person who exerted the duress that invalidates the contract. Where damages are concerned, that rule only gives legislative formulation to a solution that, even in the absence of such a formulation, could be readily reached by reasoning *a fortiori* from provisions on fraud contained in the Louisiana Civil Code of 1870. That solution, an earlier formulation of which can be traced to the Seventh Partida, has been strongly recommended in French doctrine. Where the recovery of attorney fees is concerned, the new provision is consistent with a legislative policy already reflected in other articles of the Louisiana Civil Code.

**Removal Without Change**

An earlier article concerned with reverential fear has been eliminated without effecting a change in the law. As explained elsewhere, in the absence of an actual threat or other act, the mere intimidation that may result from the authority, legal or moral, of an ascendant is not unlawful and therefore does not constitute duress as a matter of general principle. Another earlier article that made of any threat, even of slight injury, effective as duress when the obligation assumed by a party had no other cause than such duress has been eliminated also, but, again, without effecting a change in the law since, as a matter of general principle, absence of cause suffices to invalidate such an obligation.

---
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638. See S. Litvinoff, supra note 37, at 6.
It is also quite clear that an earlier article that explained that a contract induced by duress could be ratified by the victim is unnecessary since duress, like other vices of consent, gives rise to a nullity that is only relative. Elimination of that article simply avoids unnecessary repetition.

Language and Prospective Change

The language of the new articles, and the concise manner in which the rules are expressed, may permit a more flexible approach to duress under which distressing circumstances in which a party might be immersed may be regarded, perhaps, as effective to vitiate consent when the other party has abused such circumstances to obtain an excessive advantage.

V. LESION

GENERAL PRINCIPLES

The Concept

Lesion is the injury sustained by a party who, at the time of contracting, agrees to receive in return a performance which is not equivalent to the one he has engaged to render, or, in other words, the injury a party sustains when there is a lack of balance between the reciprocal advantages stipulated in an onerous contract. Thus, for example, there is lesion when a person agrees to sell his property for a vile price, and also when a person agrees to buy some property for an excessive price, or even when a laborer agrees to work for a compensation which is inferior to a normal salary. For lesion to take place, however, that lack of balance or equivalence must be present at the time the contract is made, since it is at that time that the reciprocal performances must be evaluated for that purpose. For that reason there is no lesion when one of the agreed performances becomes even excessively more onerous, or even considerably less onerous, because of a circumstance, or an event, which is subsequent to the time of making of the contract. It is, of

640. See supra p. 95.
642. A. Weill et F. Terré, supra note 2, at 229.
644. See A. Weill et F. Terré, supra note 2, at 229.
course, quite obvious that there is no room for lesion in gratuitous contracts.645

Contrasting Interests

In a way, the concept of lesion is a sort of arena for a much-debated confrontation between contractual freedom and contractual fairness. Consistency with freedom of contract seems to require that the law abstain from granting a remedy to a party aggrieved by a lesionary contract precisely because parties are free and therefore they can provide for the protection of their own interests as they see fit. Nothing is wrong, therefore, if a more powerful, or more competent, or better-informed party, in the negotiation of a contract, succeeds in imposing on the other obligations that are in flagrant disproportion with the value of the advantages the other can expect from the contract. Thus, the principle of freedom of contract seems to lead to the conclusion that the law should not concern itself with the equivalence of reciprocal performances. From a more practical and less philosophical vantage point it can be added that a contrary conclusion would create a serious challenge to the stability of transactions. If his consent has been free from error, fraud, or duress, a party aggrieved by a lesionary contract should not be entitled to claim any other remedy.646

The feeling of fairness, the sentiment of justice, however, revolts against the logic of drawing from the principle of contractual freedom consequences that are so rigorous. That feeling is attended by an imperative to protect by way of annulment, rescission, or reduction of his obligations, a party who, because of weakness, ignorance or need has agreed to give too much or has consented to receive an advantage which is entirely out of proportion with the value of the performance he must render in return. In times of economic crisis or significant political changes that problem becomes very serious.647

From Roman Law to the Civil Code

Originally Roman law did not provide a remedy for lesion, mainly because of the formal approach to contract formation that prevailed in that system.648 Only those persons below the legal age, which was then twenty-five years, were protected against their improvident transactions through *restitutio in integrum*. Under the Christian emperors, however, a remedy for lesion was granted to persons of legal age, especially to

---

645. See McWilliams v. McWilliams, 39 La. Ann. 924, 3 So. 62 (1887).
646. 6 M. Planiol et G. Ripert, supra note 27, at 252-54.
647. See A. Weill et F. Terré, supra note 2, at 230.
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those who had sold immovable property for less than one half of its value. That kind of lesion, or *laesio enormis*, was recognized in order to protect small landowners who, during the late empire, overburdened with taxes and threatened by economic insecurity, were forced to sell their immovable property to neighboring owners of large land holdings or *potentiores*.649

The scope of the doctrine of lesion was considerably expanded during the Middle Ages under the influence of the Canon law, which opposed all kinds of usurious injustice in the making of contracts, not only where loans at interest were concerned, but also in regard to any transaction that gave an excessive advantage to one party at the other's expense. That expansion of lesion was deeply rooted in ideas expounded by the great theologians such as St. Thomas Aquinas who demanded a *justum contrapassum*, a fair and reasonable return, for every contractual performance.650

Those ideas that enhanced the morality of Christian philosophy were received by the French *ancient droit*, where they prevailed as general principles that made unnecessary the formulation of particular rules. A reaction started during the eighteenth century when, because of economic problems, litigation on grounds of lesion increased considerably, which not only overburdened the courts but led to the realization that the availability of a remedy for lesion seriously jeopardized the stability of transactions.651 For that reason, rescission on grounds of lesion was eliminated by special public act, even for contracts involving immovable property, during the first years after the revolution.652 It was later re-instituted, however, and finally a remedy for lesion found its way into the French Civil Code through the influence of Napoleon himself.653

A Restrictive Approach

The version of lesion received by the Code Napoleon, from which it passed to the Louisiana Civil Code, is restricted in the number of transactions to which it applies, as to the object of such transactions, and as to the parties that may invoke it. Thus, where persons of legal age are concerned, the French Civil Code contemplates lesion only in the cases of sale and partition.654 The Louisiana Civil Code added to

651. Id.
652. Public Act of 14 Fructidor, Year III.
the regulation of the contract of exchange rules that are not present in
the Code Napoleon. In both codes lesion is restricted to only one kind
of contractual object, namely, immovable property, no doubt in the
belief that the price of that kind of property is subject to less fluctuations
than the price of movables, and also because of the persuasive authority
of the adage *res mobilis res vils*, which reflects a traditional, though
perhaps unwarranted, bias concerning the unimportance of movable
things. In both codes lesion may be invoked only by one party, namely,
the transferor of rights, a restriction no doubt based on the belief that
need may force a person to sell but may not force a person to buy
property, which leads to the conclusion that a person who pays an
excessive price for a thing he buys does so out of his free will, a belief
that is not always confirmed by reality as when, for example, a person
is in desperate need to secure an abode for his family.

In sum, lesion may be invoked by the seller of a corporeal immovable
when he has received a price which is less than one half the value of
the property at the time of the sale, hence, lesion beyond moiety or
lesion outre moitié.

Rescission on grounds of lesion differs from rescission on grounds
of error, fraud or duress. The latter results in a declaration of nullity,
while in cases of the former the buyer has an option between returning
the thing and recovering the price he paid, which is the effect of rescission,
or paying a balance up to a fair purchase price. In the case of error,
fraud and duress the pertinent action prescribes in five years, while the
action for lesion prescribes in four.

Not all civil codes have incorporated the notion of lesion. Those
which have offer remarkable differences concerning the parties who may
avail themselves of the remedy, the amount of the detriment that gives
rise to the remedy and the kinds of contractual objects to which it
applies.
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655. La. Civ. Code arts. 2664-2666. Articles 2665 and 2666 have no equivalent in the
Code Napoleon and have their origin in the Projet du Gouvernement; see 3 Louisiana
Legal Archives Part II 1454-56 (1942). Article 1706 of the Code Napoleon excludes lesion
from the contract of exchange; see 17 G. Baudry-Lacantinerie et Saignat, supra note 653,
at 863-64.

656. French Civil Code art. 1674 (1804) and La. Civ. Code arts. 2589 and 2593. See
also A. Weill et F. Terré, supra note 2, at 232.

657. French Civil Code art. 1683 (1804); La. Civ. Code art. 2589. See also A. Weill
et F. Terré, supra note 2, at 232.

the formula of article 1674 of the Code Napoleon, the injury must exceed seven twelfths
of the fair value, which means that a seller can claim lesion when he has sold an item
for less than five twelfths of the fair value.


661. See 1 R. Demogue, supra note 7, at 684-95.
Lesion and Consent

Pothier expounded a conception of lesion as a vice of consent. For that eminent writer, the selling of a thing for less than one half of its value could only be the result of implied error or imposition, since parties to commutative contracts are supposed to receive in return an equivalent of what they give. At first blush the idea is persuasive that only a defect, a vice, in the seller's consent can explain the making of such an unfair transaction. That persuasiveness is considerably attenuated, however, by a rule that allows a seller of immovable property to claim lesion even if at the moment of the sale he has declared that he knows the disproportion between the price and the value of the thing and that he is donating the surplus. Clearly, such a rule seems to allow an action for lesion even in the absence of an error on the part of the seller, although, according to one eminent authority, a declaration of that sort is unto itself an indicium of imposition or duress.

It is therefore not surprising that, as with so many subjects at law, the nature of lesion has given rise to subjective and objective theories. For supporters of a subjective approach lesion is, in fact, a vice of consent, which would be the main reason why the Code Napoleon addresses it in the same section as and right after error, fraud and duress. That theory goes so far as to assert that the party who claims lesion must prove not only the disproportion between price and value according to the formula, but also the underlying error, or duress, or even fraud, an assertion that has been followed in some isolated French decisions. That conclusion is criticized because it makes lesion really unnecessary. Indeed, if error, or fraud, or duress can be shown, then a party has no need to claim lesion in order to obtain annulment of the contract that aggrieves him.

For supporters of an objective approach, lesion, although still listed among the vices of consent, is actually an instrument of public policy that, within certain limitations, allows the judicial policing of certain contracts that, because of unfairness that can be objectively shown, are inconsistent with the welfare of the community and therefore contrary to the public order. Both theories were vigorously advocated in the course
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of the *travaux préparatoires*.\(^6\) Be that as it may, it is clear that the jurisprudence of France and Louisiana has always preferred to treat lesion in an objective fashion, which permits the court to set aside the kind of subjective inquiry called for when error, fraud or duress are invoked.\(^6\)

It can be said, in sum, that, in spite of its place in the code, lesion differs from the three traditional categories of vices of consent and, insofar as the law of Louisiana is concerned, is more akin to an instrument of public policy, a detailed regulation of which now belongs to the law of sale, primarily, rather than to the general law of obligations.\(^6\)

*Lesion in the Twentieth Century, A Comparative View*

Economic crisis, political problems and gradual recognition of the idea that fairness demands from courts a more active intervention in the contracts of private parties have promoted a departure from the restrictive approach to lesion that prevails in the Code Napoleon, giving rise to a wider approach that can be noticed in the legislation and the jurisprudence since the dawn of the twentieth century.\(^6\) As an example, a French public act gives an action for rescission to the purchaser of seeds and plants for agricultural purposes who has paid an excessive price.\(^6\) In allowing such an action to a buyer of movable things the French lawmaker has gone far beyond the *code civil*, which allows such an action only to the seller of immovable things. Also, French courts have shown flexibility in handling claims of parties to allegedly lesionary contracts, circumventing the limitations of the code in a respectful manner by resorting to the all-pervading idea of cause.\(^6\) It is quite clear, indeed, that whenever a party has made a contract that, since its inception, has not given him the advantage he is entitled to expect, the cause of the obligation he is contracting in return is at least partially absent.\(^6\) A glimmer of the same approach can be found in some Louisiana decisions.\(^6\)

\(668\) See 2 Recueil complet des discours prononcés lors de la discussion du code civil 576-77 (1841).

\(669\) See Comment, Lesion Beyond Moiety in the Law of Sale, 14 Tul. L. Rev. 249 (1940). Some Louisiana decisions have declared that the “imposition” is technical, that is, not related to fraud but a direct result of the inadequacy of the price; see Block v. Hirsch, 145 La. 427, 82 So. 394 (1919); Russell v. Sprigg, 10 La. 421 (1836).


\(671\) See A. Weill et F. Terré, supra note 2, at 233.

\(672\) French Public Act of July 8, 1907, amended by public act of March 10, 1937.

\(673\) For a full discussion see A. Weill et F. Terré, supra note 2, at 237-40.

\(674\) Litvinoff, supra note 37, at 6-7 and 16-18.

Modern civil codes of other countries have given to lesion a very wide scope. Thus, an article of the prestigious Swiss Code of Obligations provides that in case of manifest disproportion between the performances promised by the parties, the one thereby aggrieved may terminate the contract within one year from the time it was made whenever lesion has occurred because of abuse by one party of the inexperience, distressing circumstances, or ignorance of the other.676 Other codes have followed suit.677 The wider scope of lesion in the modern legal world is bringing that centuries-old notion very close to the contemporary idea of unconscionability.678

THE REVISION

Return to the Source

The revision of the law of obligations enacted in 1984 confines lesion to a single article that says that a contract may be annulled on grounds of lesion only in those cases provided by law.679 In that way, where lesion is concerned, the Louisiana Civil Code returns to the scheme of the Code Napoleon that had been followed in the Louisiana Digest of 1808.680

The extensive regulation of lesion that had been introduced into the subsection on vices of consent in the revision of 1825 has thus been eliminated, although for systematic and not for substantive reasons. The fact is that the first of those articles defined lesion in its widest scope, but following articles reduced that scope so as to deprive lesion of generality.681 That being the case, the language that alluded to lesion as a vice that may affect all kinds of contract became unrealistic, and the articles that denied the accuracy of that allusion by restricting the applicability of lesion became redundant, as an equally detailed regulation of lesion is contained in the title that the Louisiana Civil Code devotes to the contract of sale.682

Minors

The revision of 1825 added to the regulation of lesion several articles concerning minors, to whom an action for simple, that is, unrestricted,

676. Swiss Code of Obligations art. 21 (1911).
680. French Civil Code art. 1118 (1804) and Louisiana Digest of 1808 art. 18, at 262, 263.
lesion was given, although with significant exceptions. Those articles duplicated others contained in the section of the same code devoted to the nullity or rescission of agreements. One of the added articles, however, clearly explained that minors need not claim lesion, as it suffices for them to invoke their lack of capacity. That being the true case, the articles on lesion concerning minors appeared as redundant and for that reason were eliminated in the latest revision. Nevertheless, one of those articles allowed minors to claim simple lesion even in those contracts in the making of which they had been duly represented and where all the required formalities had been complied with. Such a rule, which went beyond its French source, reflected a policy no longer valid and ran counter to the principles underlying the new regulation of the contractual capacity of minors. The elimination of that article marks the only change in the written law that, concerning minors and lesion, has been effected by the suppression of the pertinent articles, a change which is consistent with the approach to minority that prevails in contemporary society.

**Lesion and Sale**

Other articles on lesion introduced by the revision of 1825 merely duplicated rules also contained in the title devoted to sale in Book III of the Louisiana Civil Code. The elimination of those articles in the revision effected, thus, no change, although certain matters of systematic detail merit some comment.

One of the eliminated articles expressly stated that lesion was not available to the buyer. The elimination of that article in no way implies the adoption of a contrary rule, as the basic article states that lesion takes place in a sale of immovable property when the seller receives as a price less than one half of the value of the thing.

Another of those articles expressed that lesion cannot be claimed if the value of the thing increases because of events subsequent to the sale. The elimination of that article may not be taken to imply the adoption of a contrary rule, as it is quite clear that, for purposes of

---

lesion, the value of the property must be determined as of the time of the sale. 692

Another article stated that the length of time allowed the buyer for payment of the price had to be taken into account in order to determine the proportionality of that price to the value of the property at the time of the sale, through adding to that price interest for the period by which the time allowed exceeded the usual term for such a transaction, or subtracting interest for the period in which the time allowed fell short of the usual term. 693 The elimination of that article effects no change, as such calculations are part of the technicalities of appraising the property and determining the proportionality of the price, in the unusual situation that article contemplated. 694

Another of those articles stated that the court should make compensation of the respective claims of the parties in order to determine the balance to be paid, and by which party it should be paid. 695 That is a procedural matter that does not belong in the substantive law. 696 Elimination of that article has effected no change.

Still another of those articles prescribed that, in case of rescission for lesion, the buyer was liable for deteriorations that the thing might have suffered because of his neglect or fault. 697 That article contradicted another found in the title on sale according to which the buyer is not liable for such deteriorations that might have occurred, even through his fault, before a demand for lesion was instituted. 698 The elimination of the former does away with the contradiction and enhances the clarity of the latter.

Conclusion

It can be said that the revision of the law of obligations enacted in 1984 has not changed the Louisiana law of lesion in any significant manner.

694. That article was first considered by a Louisiana court shortly before enactment of the 1985 revision and only in a tangential way; see Guerin v. Guerin, 449 So. 2d 1053 (La. App. 1st Cir. 1984).